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A B S T R A C T 
Use of auxiliary information is quite well known in 
sampling theory. Its utilization is of great importance in 
sample surveys as it leads to increased precision of 
estimators for population parameters. One of the most 
important concerns in sampling theory has been to study the 
various ways of utilizing such information to evolve optimum 
sampling strategies. In this thesis an attempt has been made 
to consider utilization of multivariate auxiliary 
information in formulating some estimators that lead to 
improved precision of estimation. 
In Chapter I of this thesis, some basic concepts are 
given and different stages of utilizing multivariate 
auxiliary information are underlined and a historical 
background for estimation of mean and population ratio using 
this information is presented. 
In many survey situations, one may have a bunch of 
variables correlated with the study variable y. The use of 
information on several auxiliary variables, say x^, 
X2 ,Xp for estimating population mean ¥3 of y on second 
occasion based on the scheme of partial replacement coupled 
with simple random sampling at each occasion has been 
considered among others by, Tikkiwal (1967), Tripathi 
(1970), Sen (1971, 1972, 1973b), Sastri (1970), Singh and 
Srivastava (1973) and Adhvaryu (1978). The estimation of 
population mean on second occasion with probability 
proportional to size with replacement (PPSWR) sampling and 
(2) 
partial replacement of units using a difference type 
estimator was considered by Raj (1965b). Later Tripathi 
(1970) and Tripathi and Srivastava (1979) extended the above 
study by considering a sampling strategy based on PPSWR 
sampling with partial replacement scheme and univariate 
regression type estimator for estimating the population mean 
of a character y on several occasions. 
We consider in Chapter II, the problem of estimating 
population mean of a survey variable y on second occasion by 
using the scheme of partial replacement and PPS sampling in 
constructing multivariate difference, ratio and regression 
type estimators based on information of p-auxiliary 
characters obtained at a previous occasion. A matching 
policy suitable for use in practice is proposed. 
The situation where information on the selection 
variable is not readily available is considered, in Chapter 
III, to estimate the population mean Y2 °^ Y °^ second 
occasion using double sampling for PPS estimation and 
information on p-auxiliary characters collected on the first 
occasion to construct various types of estimators based on 
matched part. A sampling strategy based on partial matching 
is proposed, optimvun matched proportion found and comparison 
with other strategies is made. 
The relative performance of some sampling strategies 
for estimation of mean on second occasion based on 
multivariate auxiliary information has been considered in 
(3) 
Chapter IV. Ten estimation procedures are considered and 
comparisons are made under different situations. The percent 
relative efficiency (PRE) of partial matching over complete 
matching (or complete replacement) in each case is 
investigated. 
The problem of estimating a finite population ratio 
(R=Y/XQ=Y/XQ) of the means (or totals) of two principal 
variables y and XQ for a finite population of N units in the 
situation where mean of an auxiliary variable is known, has 
been considered, among others, by Singh (1965, 1967, 1969a, 
1969b) and Tripathi (1970, 1980). 
In Chapter V, we consider the estimation of population 
ratio R in the situation where information on p-auxiliary 
variables is not readily available. A general double 
sampling procedure based on any sampling design is developed 
and then it is employed to derive results for some 
particular sampling schemes. 
In Chapter VI, we consider the estimation of population 
ratio R, by using a two stage sampling design in the 
situation when auxiliary information may not be available 
for every first stage unit (fsu) in the population. The 
information on auxiliary variables may be collected for the 
selected first stage units (fsu's) and then used for 
stratifying the second stage units and in constructing the 
suitable estimators. Two different sampling schemes are 
introduced and discussed. The problem of finding optimal 
sample sizes is also considered. 
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P R E F A C E 
The present thesis entitled "Optimization in sampling 
designs using multivariate auxiliary information" is submitted 
to Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh in partial fulfilment 
of the requirements for award of the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies the research work 
carried out by me in the Department of Statistics and operations 
Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
Use of auxiliary information leads to increased precision 
of estimators for population parameters. It has wide number of 
applications in different areas and as such one of the most 
important concerns in sampling theory has been to study various 
ways of utilizing such information to evolve optimum sampling 
strategies. In this thesis an attempt h.as been made to utilize 
multivariate auxiliary information in formulating some esti-
mators leading to improved precision of estimation. 
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter I is 
introductory where some basic concepts and definitions are 
given. Various stages of using auxiliary information in 
sampling theory are underlined and a specific historical back-
ground for estimation of mean and population ratio utilizing 
multivariate auxiliary information is presented in the context 
of a number of situations. 
In Chapter II we consider the problem of estimating 
population mean of a survey variable y on second occasion 
by using the scheme of partial replacement and PPS sampling 
in constructing multivariate difference, ratio and regression 
type estimators based on information on p-auxiliary characters 
IV 
obtained at a previous occasion. A matching policy suitable 
for use in practice is proposed. The work presented in this 
chapter has been published in Aligarh Journl of Statistics 
[Tripathi, Mir and Chaturvedi (1989)]. 
The situation where information on the selection variable 
is not readily available is considered in Chapter III to esti-
mate the population mean Y„ of y on second occasion using 
double sampling for PPS estimation and the information on 
p-auxiliary characters collected on the first occasion to 
construct various types of estimators based on matched part. 
A sampling strategy based on partial matching is proposed, 
optimum matched proportion found and comparison with other 
strategies is made. 
In Chapter IV we study the relative performance of some 
sampling strategies for mean on second occasion based on multi-
variate auxiliary information. Ten estimation procedures are 
considered and comparisons are made under different situations. 
The percent relative efficiency of partial matching over 
complete matching (or complete replacement) in each case is 
investigated . 
In Chapter V we discuss estimation of population ratio 
R in the situation where information on p-auxiliary variables 
is not readily available. A general double sampling procedure 
based on any sampling design is given and then it is employed 
to derive results for some particular sampling schemes. 
In Chapter VT we consider the estimation of population 
ratio R, by using a two stage sampling design in the situation 
when auxiliary information may not be available for every 
first stage unit in the population. The information on auxiliary 
variables may be collected for the selected first stage units 
(fsu's) and then used for stratifying the second stage units 
and in constructing the suitable estimators. Two different 
sampling schemes are introduced and discussed. The problem of 
finding optimal sample sizes is also considered. 
( A . H. M i n • ( 
CHAPTER I 
I M T R O D U C T I O M 
1.1, Preliminaries 
In this section we give some basic concepts and definitions 
to be used in this work. 
A collection of all N (known) distinct, identifiable and 
well defined units 
U = {Uj,U2, . . . ,Uj^ } 
under consideration, about which certain valid conclusions are 
to be drawn will be termed a finite population. 
A variable y is a real valued function defined on U 
and y = y(u.) (j=l N) is the value of the variable y 
associated with the jth unit of the population. 
Let 9^ ^^  = (yi.y2. ••-.y^^ ^"d ^(y) = ^^(y)^ ^^ "^ ^^  e 
the space described by 9, . which could be the N-diraensional 
Euclidean space. The 9, . is called a parametric vector of 
y and Q. . the parametric space of y. 
A parameter ^( ) of a variable y, is a real valued 
function of (y^.y2»•••.»}• The parameters of customary 
2 : 
interest in sample surveys are: 
N 
Population total of y : Y = ^ y.. 
j=l ^ 
N 
Population mean of 
N 2 1 - 2 
Population variance of y : O = — ^ (y .-Y) 
y N • 1 J J = l 
Popula t ion c o e f f i c i e n t of variation of y : C = ^^/y (Y 9^  0) 
N / Population proportion P. = A N = Z 
where z. = 1 if unit j possesses a property A 
= 0 otherwise, (j=l,...,N) 
f^. being total number of units possessing A. 
If X is another variable with population total and 
o ^ ^ 
mean as X and X respectively, an important parameter of 
of interest is, 
Population ratio : R = /x = ^/x 
'^ 0 0 
of two totals or means. 
Our interest will be mainly in population mean Y (or 
total) and ratio R. 
The main problem of estimation in case of finite popu-
lations may be specified as to obtain optimum sampling 
: 3 
strategies, that is to obtain optimum sampling designs as 
well as optimum estimators, for unknown parameter f, .. 
In general for drawing inferences about finite populations 
survey statistician has to search for a suitable sampling 
procedure (sampling scheme, sampling technique) and suitable 
estimation procedure (method of estimation). 
When we are interested in estimating a parameter 4*, , , 
say Y in particular, we shall call y as the variable under 
study or the survey variable. When the information on the 
variables Xi,x„,...,x is also used (whether at planning, 1 2 p 
selection or estimation stage) we call x,,...,x as auxiliary 
variables . 
In case we are interested in estimating the population 
parameter such as population ratio R = Y/y = Y/X , we call 
A O 
o 
y and x as study variables. 
1.2. Stages of USIOR auxiliary information 
The concept of multivariate auxiliary information is well 
known in sampling theory. Its use is of paramount importance 
in sample surveys as it leads to increased precision of esti-
mators for population parameters. 
The origin of utilizing auxiliary information in sample 
surveys can be traced back to the origin of sampling theory 
itself. It has been a general view of the survey statisti-
cians for last five decades that the usual methods for esti-
mating population mean (or total) of a variable of interest, 
say y, can lead to much improvement in precision of estimation 
if the information on the closely related variable 
(auxiliary variable) is utilized judiciously in the estimation 
procedure. 
In most of the survey situations, the auxiliary x 
information is always available in one form or the other or 
can be made available by diverting for this purpose a part 
of the survey resources at moderate cost. In whatever form 
the auxiliary information is available, one may always utilize 
it to devise sampling strategies which are better (if not 
uniformly then atleast in a part of parametric space) than 
those in which no auxiliary information is used. The method 
of utilizing auxiliary information depends on the form in 
which it is available. 
In sample surveys the auxiliary information on one or 
more variables may be utilized in three basic ways Tripathl 
(1970, 1976). 
(i) at the planning or designing stage of the survey i.e. 
in stratifying the population. 
(ii) at the sample selection stage i.e. in selecting the 
units for sample with or without replacement and 
with varying probabilities proportional to some 
suitable measure of size. 
(iii) at the estimation stage i.e. through defining ratio, 
regression, difference and product estimators based 
on the auxiliary information. The auxiliary information 
may also be used in mixed ways by combining any two 
or all of the above situations. 
Usually measurements on the auxiliary characters are 
available for every unit of the population or atleast the 
population totals or means of auxiliary characters are known 
in advance. However when such information is not available, 
it is obtained by taking a large preliminary sample in which 
only those auxiliary characters are measured which lack such 
information. The purpose of this sample is to furnish a good 
estimate of the population mean or total of the auxiliary 
characteristic or its frequency disttribution. The technique 
of double sampling or two phase sampling is thus used to make 
such information available in surveys. 
1.3. Historical background about estimation of mean 
This section presents a brief survey of the research 
developments related to the utilization of auxiliary information 
: 6 
at the estimation stage for estimating the population mean 
Y of the study variable y. We mention only some of the 
important contributions made during last fifty years about 
the use of uni-variate and multi-variate auxiliary information 
in sample surveys. We divide this review into various sub-
sections so that a specific and thorough insight is available 
about the work undertaken so far in the use of auxiliary 
information is sample surveys. 
1.3.1. Use of information at the estimation stage 
The works of Bowley (1926) and Neyman (1934,1938) can 
be referred to as the initial efforts to utilize the auxiliary 
information in sampling theory. However Watson (1937) and 
Cochran (1940,1942) initiated the use of auxiliary information 
in devising estimation procedures aimed at improvement in the 
precision of estimation, Hansen and Hurtwitz (1943) were the 
first to use auxiliary information in selecting the units 
with varying probabilities. 
The univariate ratio and regression estimators [Cochran 
(1940,1942)], difference estimator [Hansen et al (1953)] and 
product estimators [Robson (1957), Murthy\ (1964) ] for popu-
lation mean Y of a variable y based on the knowledge of 
population mean X of an auxiliary character x are quite 
: 7 
well known in sampling theory, and for the detailed study in 
case of simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) 
and stratified sampling one may refer to the books by Cochran 
(1977), Sukhatame et al (1984), Desraj (1968), Murthy (1967), 
Kish (1965) and others. 
The univariate ratio, regression, product and difference 
estimators [Murthy (1967)] for any general sampling design 
are defined as 
_ YY — ^ ^ — ^ 
Y„ = ^ , Y = Y-6(X-X) R jj rg 
(1.3.1) 
_ YY - ^ ^ _ 
Yp = ^  , Y = Y-X(X-X) 
^ X 
A A 
Where Y and X are unbiased estimators of Y and X 
respectively, A is a suitably chosen constant and g is the 
A A 
sample regression coefficient of Y on X. 
Das and Trlpathl (1980a) and Das (1988) considered 
classes of estimators for Y, for any sampling design, as 
e, = — A _ ^ (X)" (1.3.2) 
^ [X-t2(?-X)]°' 
t 
and 
e^ = W[7-t(f-X)] (1.3.3) 
8 : 
respectively, where t,, t„ and t are suitably chosen 
constants. The estiJiHtors due tx) Srivastava (1971,1980) for any 
general sampling design may be expressed as 
^3 = Y^Cr) "^'l e^ = g(f, i/^) (1.3.4) 
A 
where h and g are suitably chosen functions satisfying 
certain conditions. 
We refer to a review article by Tripathl, Das and Khart 
(1990) for various other estimators defined,using the knowledge 
of X J a wide class of estimators for Y which generates 
a large number of estimators for different choices of defining 
constants. 
•Trlpathi and Singh (1988) considered a transformation, 
of the form z. = a+bx. i e U a,b being constants,which 
1 1 » 6 / 
handles both positive and negative correlation situations 
simultaneously and defined a class of product type estimators and 
includes, as particular members, the estimators considered by 
Robson (1957), Shukla (1976), Srlvenkataramana and Tracy 
(1979,1980,1981), Gupta and Adhvaryu (1982), Chaube et al 
(1984) and Kushwaha and Singh (1988). 
All the above estimators are defined for the estimation 
of 7 when the population mean X of an auxiliary variable 
X is known. In case the required auxiliary information is 
not available, the ratio, regression and product type esti-
mators based on double sampling design were considered by 
many authors. 
Ray and Singh (1979) considered a class of difference 
cum ratio and product estimators, whereas Srlvastava (1981b) 
showed that their estimator is in fact not better than the 
estimator, 
X 
_! 
X, 
^ = ^^2)^3^^)°' (1.3.5) 
"^ (1) 
discussed by Srlvastava (1970) in case s(l) and s(2) are 
simple random samples. ^CT\ being unbiased for 7 based 
on first phase sample s(l) and Y^„. and X^ „>. being un-
biased for Y and X based on second phase sample s(2). 
The ratio cum product type estimators in double sampling 
considered by Kapadia and Gupta (198A) and Srivenkataramana 
(1980) are special cases of the estimator discussed by Singh 
and Singh (1983) in case both the samples are simple random 
samples. Sen Gupta (1981), Rao (1981) and Singh and Singh 
(1985) also considered some unbiased estimators using double 
sampling and Jack-knife technique. 
Tripathl et al (1989) considered a technique of improving 
10 : 
customary ratio, regression, difference and product estimators 
when s(l) and s(2) are simple random samples. 
We shall now mention some important works related to 
the utilization of multivariate auxiliary information. 
In sample surveys the use of multivariate auxiliary 
information in estimating mean Y of a study variable y has 
largely been made in the form of knowledge of population mean 
X^  = (X,,...,X ) ' of a p-dimensional auxiliary vector 
X = ^ X i , X « , . . . , X y . 
Olkln (1958) and Raj (1965a) extended the univariate 
ratio and difference estimators for population mean Y to 
multivariate ratio and difference estimators Y and Y, 
rra dm 
respectively in case of SRSWOR. They defined 
Yp = E w.a., a. = (y ,- )X. (1.3.6) Rm . , 1 1 1 -^n/x.i 1=1 in 
i P 
and Y, = Z w.a., a. = y -X.(x. -X.) (1.3.7) dm . . 1 1 1 - ^ n i ^ m i 1 = 1 
P 
respectively, where w.'s are weights such that Z w. = 1 , 
1=1 
y and x. are the means of characters y and x. based 
•'n in -^  1 
on a sample of n units. X. is the population mean of x. 
and X. is a suitably chosen constant. 
1 ' 
11 
WllllaiDf (1963) considered an unbiased multivariate 
regression estimator for Y, using linear regression model 
with some assumptions, as 
y = y + 3'(X-X ) , 
•'Jlrra •'n '^  ^  n'pxl 
(1.3.8) 
where x^ and 2L ^^^ ^^^ sample and population means of jt 
and 3 is the vector of sample partial regression coefficients 
Srlvastava (1966a) considered a weighted regression 
type estimator for Y, as 
= Z w.a., a- = y -b.(x. -X.) 
rg . 1 1 1 ' 1 •'n 1^ in i ' 
° 1 = 1 
(1.3.9) 
where b. is the sample regression coefficient of y on x. 
(i = l,...,p) and y and x. and the sample means. 
•' n in ^ 
Srlvastava (1965) and Rao and Mudholkar (1967) considered 
a multivariate ratio-cura-product estimator for Y as 
^RP = .Vi^^n/x. )^i^ ' /i^^n-in^/x. (1.3.10) 
1=1 in i=r+l 1 
where weights w. (i=l,...,p) are such that 
Z w. + Z w. = 1 
i = l •"• i = r + l 
In the above estimators X.,...,X are assumed to be 
1 P 
known. In the absence of this knowledge, double sampling has 
12 : 
to be used. In the situations where X,,X^,.,.,X are known 
1 2 ' ' p 
Tripathl (1970, 1987li) discussed in detail general class of 
estimators defined by 
^ P _ A 
d = Y + I t.(X.-X.) 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
A A 
where Y and X. are unbiased estimators for Y and X. for 
1 1 
any sampling design and t. is suitably chosen constant. 
Most of the above estimators may be identified as particular 
members of this class. 
Khan and Tripathl (1967) discussed the multivariate 
ratio estimator in double sampling as 
P 
yo = Z w.a., a. = (y /- )x. (1.3.11) 
•'Rm . , 1 1 1 m X. ' m 1 = 1 im 
and t h e m u l t i v a r i a t e r e g r e s s i o n e s t i m a t o r a s 
Yn = y + 3i' (x -X ) ( 1 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
•'£rm • ^ m ' ^ l x p — n — r a ^ ^ ^ 
for population mean Y in case both of the first phase and 
second phase samples s(l) and s(2) are based on SRSWOR; 
X. being mean of x. based on s(l) y and x. being 
m * 1 ^ '^  •'m im ** 
means of y and x. based on s(2): x = (x, ,...,x )' and 
•^  1 — n ^ l n pn 
—m 1 m p m 
13 : 
1.3.2. PPS Saapling 
Hansen and Hurtwitz (1943) initiated the use of auxiliary 
information in selecting the units with probabilities propor-
tional to size (PPS). A well known unbiased estimator for Y 
based on sampling with probabilities proportional to size and 
with replacement (PPSWR) is defined as 
^ = ^ ^ y-/n (1.3.13) 
PPS nN j^ i J Pj 
N 
where p. = z.,„ > 0 with Z = Z z , is the proba-
J j/Z .J J. J = i N 
bility of selection associated with the jth unit of the popu-
lation, at each draw. Here since probabilities are taken 
proportional to the values of a variable z, we may also refer 
to it as PPZWR sampling. 
In addition to obtaining better estimators the use of 
PPS sampling has also been made to obtain unbiased ratio 
estimators. Lahirl (1951) showed that the ratio estimator 
A 
R ^ ^^ ''^ ic^ '^ ^^ *^^ ^ ^^ biased in equal probability sampling 
(eps), would become unbiased for Y if the probability of 
selecting a sample s from U is made proportional to its mean 
or total size. 
Raj (1954a) considered variance and an unbiased variance 
estimator of the ratio estimator in case of a multistage 
u 
design where the sample of first stage units is selected 
with PPS. Raj (1954b) investigated about the superiority of 
PPS sampling over the equal probability sampling (eps) by 
showing that in a finite population if y.= a+bz... , 
1 i i = l , . . , N 
A 
the sampling strategy T = (PPZWR, Y ) will be more precise 
p PPS 
than the strategy T = (SRSWR, y ) 
if (Z-Z*)/2*(j2 < \P-I 2 
z a 
N _ N 
where Z* = N/ Z (l/z.),Z = (1/N) 1 z. 
j=l J j=l J 
We note that T is not uniformly better than T even 
p -' o 
if the survey variable y and the selection variable z are 
perfectly correlated. Under a super population model Raj 
(1958) further showed that PPSWR estimator defined by (1.3.13) 
A 
is superior to eosWR estimator, Y = y with some conditions 
*^  eq n 
He further compared ratio, regression and simple stratified 
A 
sampling estimator with Y 
^ ° pps 
In the situations where population mean X of an 
auxiliary character x is also available in addition to the 
information on the selection variable z, Trlpathi (1969) 
considered a regression type estimator in PPS sampling defined 
by 
15 : 
Y = Y + 6 (X-X ) 
rg pps pps^ pps' (1.3.14) 
In practice in many situations, in addition to the infor-
mation on selection variable z one may have the knowledge 
of population means X,,X„,...,X of auxiliary variables 
x,,x^,...,x respectively. In such situations one may consider 
a general class of estimators 
P 
1/1 N= Z w. [(Y -t. (X. -X. )]. (1) ^^j 1^^ pps i' ipps x'' (1.3.15) 
Where w.'s are the weights such that E w. = 1, t.'s are 
^ i=l ^ ^ 
n = hi Z X, ,/p,. Th( suitably chosen statistics and X. - ., ^ .v. -f.-
^ ipps nN . , ij ^ J 
j = l 
properties of the above class of estimators have been discussed 
by Tripathi (1970,1987a) in the context of general designs. 
It is noted that one may generate from the above class the 
weighted ratio, regression, difference and product estimators 
for t. = Y /9 , 3 . ,A. and (-Y /^ ) respectively, 1 pps X. ^ipps 1 ^ pps X. ^ ^ 
In some situations the information on selection variable 
z may not be readily available at hand, while in fact it may 
be preferable to use PPS sampling over the equal probability 
selection. In such case one resorts to double sampling tech-
nique in which the information on z is first collected on a 
preliminary large sample s(l) of size n selected according 
16 : 
to SRS and the a subsequent sample s(2) of size m is 
selected from s(l) according to the probabilities proportional 
to z values (zi,z„,...,z ) and with replacement. 
1 / n 
Raj (1964) and Singh and Singh (1965) considered the 
technique of double sampling for PPS estimation extending the 
estimator defined in (1.3.13) to the estimator 
A , ra „ n 
j = l -" J -" -" n j = l -" 
Where n and m are the number of units in first phase and 
the second phase samples respectively. 
In some situations the means X,,X^,...,X may be known 
but information on the selection variable z may not be 
available. In such situations Tripathi (1970) considered a 
class of estimators 
^2)=.f/it^2)-^^^n-^i)] (l-3-l^ ) 
where information on (z , x, , x„ , ...,x ) is collected on the 
first phase sample s(l) selected according to SRSWOR and infor-
mation on y is collected on the second phase sample s(2) 
which is selected according to PPZWR. 
If the information on z as well as x,,...,x is 
1 P 
not available, the above estimator (1.3.17) is extended to 
17 
'(3)=.f/it^2)-4(^i(2)-^in)^ 
z . n 
(1.3.18) 
where X..„v = Z x. ./ , p. = TT^, Z = Z Z. 1(2) - i i J P - J Z n - i J 
The weighted ratio, regression, product and difference 
type estimators considered by Trlpathi (1970,1973,1976) may 
be generated from the above class by taking 
t.= Y.„./=r ; t .= 6. ; 
1 (2) ^1(^2) ^ ^PP^ 
A 
t. = — i l l and t. = X. 
X. 
m 
respectively. 
In the situations when the information on selection 
variable z is available but the population means X,,X2...,X 
are not known, one may select a preliminary large sample s(l) 
of size n according to PPZWR and collect information on 
x,,Xy,...,x and then a subsequent small sample s(2) from 
s(l) be selected according to SRSWOR and collect the infor-
mation on survey variable y. A general class of estimators 
in this case may be defined as 
d...= Z w.[Y,„. -t.(X.,,. -X..„, )] (1.3.19) (4) ^^^ i' (2)pps 1^  (l)ipps i(2)pps^^ 
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1 1 " 1 1 " 
where X.,,. = ~u ^ x.. . / ; Y,^^ = TJ— S y^/„ 5 
i(l)pps nN ^j ij p C2)pps Nm ^ j p^ 
X. = TT- E x . ./p.; p.= Z-/7. Z = S z i(2)pps - Nm j-r^  ij'^j' '^j" J/Z j=l 
For specific choices of statistic t. the ratio, regression, 
difference and product type estimators and several other 
estimators may be generated from the above class. 
1.3.3. Sampling on successive occasions 
Jessen (1942) appears to be first who considered the tech-
nique of matching (retaining) and unmatching (replacing) of units 
for the sampling on two occasions and obtained a linear unbiased 
estimator of Y„, the population mean of y on second occasion. 
The problem of matching and unmatching of units has been 
considered by Yates (1960), Patterson (1950), Tikkiwal (1950) 
and Cochran (1953,1963) for sampling on h(^ 2) occasions with 
equal probabilities to obtain the current estimates of the mean 
or total Y, of the estimated character y using information on 
y at previous occasion. 
Patterson (1950) considered the case where the correlation 
between observations s occasions apart is p (s >_ 1). Tikkiwal 
(1950) assumed that the correlation between the rth and 
sth (s > r) occasions is the product of the correlations 
P^ /(^  , for t = r, r+1 ,s-l where P^/^ i\ is the 
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correlation between the observations on t and (t+1) st 
occasion. Yates (1960) assumed that the sample size is same 
and the unmatched fraction is fixed on each occasion and that 
the population variance does change with time. 
Cochran (1963) made the assumption that the sample size 
is same on all the occasions, the replaced portion varies 
from one occasion to the other and that the variance V(y) 
and the correlation coefficient p between the values of y 
on the same unit on two successive occasions are constant. 
The regression estimator considered for Y, by Cochran 
(1953,1963) is of the form, 
_* , _ _ _ -
^ h ^ h^ ^hm -^'h-l -'(h-l)hra^  h -'hu 
where (t>, are the weights to minimize V(y*) and b is the 
simple regression coefficient of y, on Yu_^ • 
Kulldorff (1963) considered the optimum allocation of m 
and u, the number of matched and unmatched units respectively 
on the second occasion assuming the simple cost function 
c = a + a, + a„ and tabulated optimum values of m/n and 
o Im 2u '^  
u/n for selected values of the cost ratio a,/ and the 
1 a2 
correlation p. Hansen et al (1953) considered a composite 
est ima tor Y„ as 
20 : 
^c = ^ ^ ^ l u - y ( l ) 2 m ) + ^^2m+ ^^""^ ^2u 
ind Raj (1965a) c o n s i d e r e d a d i f f e r e n c e e s t i m a t o r for ¥„ as 
^d = ^d^y2m+ ^h-hl)2m^^ ^ ^^-^d^ ^20 
where a.c and w, are constants so as to minimize the 
d 
variances of the estimators y' and y' respectively. 
Rao (1957) considered double ratio estimator to estimate 
the current ratio, whereas Rao and Shimizugava (1968) considered 
the relative efficiencies of y' and y' under some conditions 
d c 
along the lines of Kulldorff (1963). 
Tikkiwal (1964,1965), considered successive sampling 
procedures using two stage sampling design and Singh and Singh 
(1965b) considered a sampling procedure involving repeated 
application of double sampling for stratification on several 
successive occasions. 
Tikkiwal (1967) considered the study of p characters 
on each of h occasions under a specified pattern of correlatioi 
and using a multiphase sampling design with a suitable matching 
and unmatching schemes on different occasions. 
Singh and Srlvastava (1973) considered the use of multi-
variate auxiliary information in two stage sampling on several 
occasions for estimation of mean y, on an occasion h. 
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Hulti-auxiliary information has also been utilized by consi-
dering multivariate regression estimator [Sen (1973a)], ratio 
estimator [Sen (1972,1973b)] and ratio cum product estimator 
[Adhvaryu (1978)] based on matched part of the units on two 
occasions. Tripathl (1970,1976) considered the estimation of 
Y on several occasions assuming the knowledge of X and 
multiple linear regression model. 
1.3.4. Use of PPS sampling in estimation on successive 
occasions. 
In some situations the use of PPS sampling may be advan-
tageous in estimation of a population parameter on successive 
occasion. To the best of our knowledge Raj (1965b) was the 
first to consider the use of unequal probability selection in 
this direction. To estimate Y on second occasion he considered 
an estimator of the form 
W Y L . (1-W) ?,.,; ?!= 7^ + (^ -^ (1)2^ ) d 2m' '" "' '2u' '2ra 
where Y„^ is the difference-type estimator based on matched 
part and Y^^ is based on unmatched part. The sampling 
scheme adopted by him was as follows: 
On first occasion a sample s(l) of size n is selected 
according to PPZWR and y is observed. On second occasion a 
sample s(2m) of m units is selected from s(l) using 
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SRSWOR and another sample s(2u) of u = n-m units is 
selected independently from the population according to PPZWR 
and y is observed. 
Tripathi (1970) and Trlpathi and Srivaatava (1979) 
- 1 '^  
considered the estimation of population mean Y,= TT 2 y^^ • 
on h (h = 2,3,...) occasions, based on PPS sampling and a 
regression type estimator. Further on the second occasion 
their estimator may be written as 
A 
y.= w y' + (1-w ) y , h = 2 h h hm h hu 
where the regression type estimator 
A A A A 
^hm = h^m-^  \,h-l^^h-r y(h-l)hm)' ^ = ^ 
is based on the matched sample s(2m). 
In many socio economic sample surveys the information 
on some other auxiliary variables x, jX^,•-.,x is either 
readily available or may be made available in addition to the 
information on the selection variable z while using the PPS 
sampling for estimation on different points of time. This 
auxiliary information on (z , x , x„ , . .. ,x ) may be suitably 
used for the estimation of population mean of the survey 
variab le . 
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The following two situations, among others, are encountered 
in many socio Economic surveys. 
(i) the information on the selection variable z is available 
on the first occasion for every unit of the population, 
but population means X^.X^.-.-.X are not known. 
(ii) neither the information on z is available nor 
X, ,X„,...,X are known 
In Chapter II of our thesis we have considered the esti-
mation of population mean X^ of the survey variable y on 
the second occasion under the situation (i), and in Chapter III 
we consider the problem under the situation (ii)-
1.4. Historical background about estimation of 
population ratio. 
In several socio economic and agricultural surveys, sur-
veys related to population studies etc. the estimation of the 
ratio: 
O A 
O 
of two population means (or totals) has been found to be of 
great importance. For example, estimation of the ratio of 
female working force to male working force, ratio of agricul-
tural labourers to cultivators in a rural block, ratio of total 
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production to total number of workers employed in an industry, 
ratio of total profits to total employment in an industry, 
ratio of total yield of a crop to the total area under the 
crop, ratio of total apple production to the total number of 
fruit bearing trees, ratio of house holds living below the 
poverty line to the ratio of households living in affluence, 
ratio of divorced couples to married couples in a country, 
ratio of aged females to aged males ( a person whose age exceeds 
60 years may be defined as aged), ratio of teachers to the 
students in the universities of a country. 
Whereas many authors considered the use of auxiliary 
information for estimating the mean Y or total Y of a survey 
variable y in case of a finite population, the problem of 
estimation of population ratio R = Y/„ = Y/-s using such 
A A 
o o 
information did not attract much attention earlier. The work 
related to the utilization of auxiliary information in estimatinj 
R was initiated by J.N. Rao (1957), Singh (1965, 1967b,1969a), 
Rao and Periera (1968) and Tripathi (1970) followed by many 
others later on. 
Singh (1965,1967b) suggested an improvement over the 
customary estimator R = X/^ = Y/^ , by utilizing the knowledge 
o o 
of X,, the population mean of the auxiliary character x,, 
proposing the estimators as 
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R^= R(X^/^ ) , R2= RCX^/f ) and R3= RCX^/^ ) ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) 
A g e n e r a l i z e d e s t i m a t o r R for R was c o n s i d e r e d by 
Tripath i ( 1 9 7 0 , 1 9 8 0 ) a s 
Rrp — 
Y - t ^ ( X ^ - Xj) 
^ 0 - ^ 2 ( ^ 1 - ^ 1 ) 
( 1 . 4 . 2 ) 
the optimum choices of t. and t™ are shown to be sample 
regression coefficients. 
Singh (1982a,1982b) considered the classes 
- X A A 
^h = '^ (^^ i) and R* = g(R, X^/J ) 
Xj 1 
(1.4.3) 
where h(l) = 1, g(R,l) = R and h(.) and g(.,.) satisfy 
some regularity conditions. 
Using two auxiliary characters x, and x„, Rao (1957) 
and Rao and Periera (1968) considered the estimators 
R.= 4= '^(^l/x-2)(^2/^l) ^"^ ^^ 5= ''^h^X^^^h^i^^ 
respectively. 
(1.4.4) 
Singh (1986) considered a generalized class of estim.itors 
following Singh (1982b) under some different set of conditions 
resulting in a wider class of estimators. The estimator 
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considered by Khare (1987) attains same minimum value of MSE 
as that of Singh (1986). Khare (1988) considered another 
estimator 
A O 
(where h(.)i 8(-) satisfy some regularity conditions) 
Covering more estimators as its members. 
Utilizing knowledge of auxiliary information about 
A 
X,,...,X ; the class of estimators R^ due to Tripathi (1970, 
1980) was extended by Tripathi and Chaturvedl (1979) to 
Y- L t)^'' (X.- X. ) 
1 = 1 " ^ ^ 
TC 1 P (?\ ^ 
X - Z t) •'(X.-X. ) 
° i=l ^ ^ X 
where t. and t. are suitably chosen statistics and 
1 1 •' 
X. is an unbiased estimator of X. based on on the sampling 
1 1 f O 
design under consideration. 
We have noted that in defining the above estimators we 
have assumed the knowledge of the population means of auxiliary 
characters x,,x„ x . In many situations of practical 
1 2 p 
importance the population means X, X may be unknown. 
In such situations one has to resort to double sampling tech-
nique where the auxiliary information is collected on the 
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first phase sample and the principal information is collected 
on the second phase sample. 
Based on general double sampling procedure, where second 
phase sample is a sub-sample of the first, Tripathl (1970) 
extended R™ in (1.4.2) to the class 
R; = V)-^2)^V)-V)) (^,3) 
^(2)~^(2)^^(2)"^(l)^ 
Singh (1982c) and Khare (1983) defined the classes using 
double sampling scheme, with SRSWOR at both phases as 
^h = V ( " > ' ^m= — ' " = r ^"^ Kg = 8(R,.u) (1.4.6) 
om n 
respectively with usual conditions on functions h and g. 
Using double sampling for two auxiliary characters x, 
and x„, Tripathl and Sinha (1976) proposed an estimator for 
R defined by 
y - b*^ ^^ (x. -X, ) 
^ _ -^m ^ Im In ^  
R^s= :: . ( 2 ) , - = : ( 1 - 4 . 7 ) 
x -b^ (x^ -x„ ) 
om 2m 2n' 
where b is the sample regression coefficient of y on 
(2) X, and b is that of x on x„ based on second sample. 1 o 2 ' 
A 
Das (1982a) proposed a modification of R™„ in (1.4.7), 
by using partial regression coefficients in place of total 
28 : 
regression coefficients. For p-auxiliary variables, Chaturvedi 
and Trlpathi (1983) discussed the estimator, 
CT 
y - Z 3 (x. -X. ) 
•^m . , yx. im in 
1 = 1 1 
X - Z 6 (x. -X. ) 
cm . , X X. im m J = l o 1 
(1.4.8) 
where 3. are partial regression coefficients. 
Share (1983) considered the class of estimators as 
/^  X^ X 
„* /n Im pm^ 
° In pn 
(1.4.9) 
with usual conditions on the function g. 
Maity, Das and Trlpathi (1989) considered a class of 
estimators for R defined as 
? ^(1)/- - X ? J 3 ) . 2 2 , y - Z t: (x. -X. )- Z t; (s. -s. ) A -^m . , 1 im m . , i im m 
n ^ 1=1 i^ i 
MDT - _ P (2) _ _ P U ) 2 2 
X - Z t^^\x. -X. )- Z t r \ s ^ -si^  ) 
om . , 1 ^ im in' • , i im in' 1=1 1=1 
2 2 
where s. and s. are unbiased estimators of population 
m im ^ ^ 
variance of x. on first and second samples respectively. 
CHAPTER II 
USE OF PPS SAMPLING AND MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION 
IN ESTIMATION OF MEAN ON SECOND OCCASION 
2.1. Introduction 
In repeated surveys, quite often we require to estimate 
the population mean, total, proportion, and population ratio 
or the change in their values over different occasions. In 
this chapter we consider the problem of estimating population 
mean of a principal character y on second occasion by using 
the scheme of partial replacement, and PPS sampling in cons-
tructing multivariate difference, ratio and regression type 
estimators based on information on p-auxiliary characters 
(x,,...,x ) obtained at a previous occasion. A matching 
policy suitable for use in practice is identified. 
The real life situations where such scheme is fruitful are 
for instance, the apple production surveys in apple zones where 
the interest may lie in estimating the total apple production 
over different periods or the change in the average apple 
production in two different seasons. Similarly, one may be 
interested in estimating the yield rate of a principal crop 
over different years. 
30 : 
In many situations, one may have a bunch of variables, 
correlated with the principal character y whose mean is 
under estimation. The use of information on several auxi-
liary characters, say x,,x„,...,x for estimating popula-
tion mean Y^ of y on second occasion based on the scheme 
of partial replacement coupled with simple random sampling 
at each occasion has been considered among others by, Tlkklwal 
(1967), Tripathi (1970), Sen (1971, 1972, 1973b) Sastri (1970), 
Singh and Srivastava (1973) and Adhvaryu (1978). 
Use of probability proportional to size with replacement 
(PPSWR) sampling with partial replacement of units for esti-
mating population mean on second occasion using a difference 
type estimator was considered by Raj (1965b) Tripathi (1970) 
and Tripathi & Srivastava (1979) extended the above study 
by considering a sampling strategy based on PPSWR sampling 
with partial replacement scheme and univariate regression 
type estimator for estimating the population mean of a charac-
ter y on several occasions. 
The problem of estimation of population ratio on second 
occasion using information on several auxiliary variates and 
simple random sampling at each occasion, has been discussed, 
among others, by Tripathi and Sinha (1976 ), Das (1982) and 
Chaturvedi and Tripathi (1983). 
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2.2. Statement of the Problem. 
Let U = 1,2,...,N be a finite population of N (given) 
units and y . be values of principal characteristic y on 
second occasion and x. . and z. be the values of auxiliary 
characters x. (i = 1,2 p) and z for jth unit 
(j = 1,2,...,N) of the population on the first occasion. 
1 N _ 1 N 
J = l J = l 
1 N 
and Z = -^  1 2 - = Z/N 
N j = l J 
denote the population means and P. = z ./Z (j = 1,...,N), 
the probabilities of selection. 
We will consider the problem of estimating population 
mean Y„ of the character y on second occasion using infor-
mation on auxiliary characters x,,x„,...,x , in constructing 
weighted ratio, regression and difference type estimators and 
using information on yet another auxiliary character z for 
selecting the unit according to PPSWR. We consider the 
following sampling strategy: 
On first occasion let a sample s(l) of size n be 
drawn from the population of size N, using any suitable 
sampling procedure. On the second occasion, let m units, 
say s(2m), of the sample s(l) be retained randomly and a 
fresh sample, say s(2u), of size u be drawn independently 
from the population according to any suitable sampling scheme 
This strategy will be denoted by T^ = (Sj^.Yj) 
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2.3. General Results 
In this section we give some results which are quite general 
in nature and may be applicable in variety of situations. 
Let Y and Y be the independent estimators for the 
m u 
population mean Y^ on the second occasion based on the 
retained (matched) m units s(2m) and replaced (unmatched) 
u units s(2u) respectively. Further, let Q. (i = 1,2,3) 
be the quantities not depending on n,m and u and let the 
variances be of the form. 
V(f ) = - Q,+ - Q^ 
^ ra n 1 m 2 
V(Y ) = - Q„ 
^ u u *3 (2.3. 1) 
A combined estimator of Y^ may be defined as, 
7„ = af + (1-a) Y (2.3.2) 
2 m ' u 
where a is a suitably chosen weight. The estimator (2.3.2) 
can be expressed in variance form as, 
V(?2) = OLh(YJ + (l-a)^M(Yj (2.3.3) 
Differentiating (2.3.3) w.r.t. a and equating to zero 
yields, 
a 
o 
V(Y ) 
^ u' 
V(Y )+V(Y ) 
m u 
(2.3.4) 
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Substituting the values from (2.3.1) in (2.3.4) yields, 
% = ^ 
%/n 
1 ^2 ^3 (— + — + — ) 
n in u 
(2.3.5) 
and from (2.3.4) into (2.3.3) yields, 
^0(^2) = 
V(f^)+V(f^) 
(2.3.6) 
We therefore get from (2.3.1) and (2.3.6), the resul-
A 
ting minimum variance of Y„ as. 
— (— + — ) 
V(Y ) = -y- " •" 
1 ^2 ^3 (— + — + — ) 
n m u 
(2.3.7) 
Let n' = m+u be the size of the sample on second 
occasion and let A = m/n be the portion of the first occa-
sion sample s(l) retained for the second occasion. We give 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1. The variance of the optimally combined esti-
mator Y„ is given by. 
V(Y,) = 
Q3(AQj+Q2) 
2' (n'-nX)(XQ^+Q^)+nXQ^ (2.2.8) 
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Assuming that Q„ > Q„, the value of X(0 < 1) which 
A 
minimizes ^(^o^rt ''"^  given by, 
X = 
o 
/ Q ^ ( / Q ; - / Q ; ) 
(2.3.9) 
and the resulting minimum variance is given by, 
QiQo 
V CY ) = ^^—^ 
n'Qj+n(/Q^-/Q^) 
(2.3.10) 
Proof. We get (2.3.8) directly by substitution and simple 
algebraic manipulation from (2.3.7). Differentiating (2.3.8) 
with respect to A and equating to zero, we get (2.3.9), where 
as (2.3.10) is obtained easily from (2.3.8) and (2.3.9). Q.E.D, 
Remarks 
(i) In particular, if the sample sizes are same at both 
the occasions, 
Q3 AQJ+Q2 
^^^2^ n (1-A)(AQ^+Q2)+AQ3 (2.3.11) 
(ii) In case of complete replacement (u = n = n') the 
sampling strategy is given by T^ = (S^,Y ), with, 
Y^ = Y ; u = n 
and 
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Again, in case of complete matching (m = n = n') the 
sampling strategy is given by 1^ = (S-.Y™ ). with, 
and 
Y^ = Y ; m = n 2 m 
^** Q1+Q2 
(2.3.13) 
The results of Theorem 2.3.1 lead to the following: 
Theorem 2.3.2. For n = n', the strategy T = (S^.Y^), 
0 < A < 1 of partial replacem^^nt, is better than the 
strategy T = (S ,Y„) of complete replacement, 
"•' o o z 
if A < 
Q3-Q2 (2.3.14) 
^** 
Further, T, is better than the strategy T, = (S,,Y2 ) of 
complete matching, 
- ^ ^ o t ^ V ^ - ' ' (2.3.15) 
Proof. To prove the first part of the theorem, we note that 
th? strategy T will be better than the strategy T , if 
T,-T > 0. Substracting (2.3.11) from (2.3.12), it can be 
shown that 
I A[Q3-(Q2+AQi)} 
'^ A'^ o = ~ ^3 f(l-A)(AQi+Q2) + XQ3^ ^ ° 
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Q3-Q2 
if Q3 > Q,+ AQ^ or \ < -^Q-^. 
To prove the second part of the theorem, that strategy 
T, will be better than the strategy T,, if T.-T, > 0, we 
have from (2.3.11) and (2.3.13), 
^ (1-A){(AQ^+Q2)(Q^+Q2)-Q2Q3} 
A M " n't {(l-A)(AQj+Q2)+AQ3} 
if (^Qj+Q2)(Qi+Q2) > Q2Q3 
or A > 
Q2Q3 
Qi(Ql+Q2) Qi 
Q2 Q3 
or ^ ^ 7r~ (7^—rT -1). which completes the proof of the 
^1 1^"''^ 2 
theorem. 
2.4. Proposed Sampling Strategy and Optimum Matching 
To estimate Y„ using multivariate auxiliary information 
and PPS selection, we consider the following sampling scheme 
to be denoted by S,; 
On the first occasion a sample s(l) of size n is 
drawn from the population U of N units with probabilities 
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P., P .= z./Zi i =•• 1,2,...,N and with replacement and the 
auxiliary characters (x-...,x ) are observed yielding the 
observations (x, .,x„.,...,x .)« (J = 1,2,...,n). On the 
Ij 2j PJ -^  
second occasion, a sample s(2ra) of size m is drawn from 
s(l) using SRSWOR and a sample s(2u) of size u is 
drawn from the population U independently with probabilities 
{p.}, P .= z./Z and with replacement, and character y is 
observed yielding the observation {y„.}. It may be noted 
that the variate y on the first occasion may be treated as 
one of the auxiliary characters. 
We define , 
^-•r,= ^ ^ X . . / P . , X. = ^ Z X . . / P . in nN _ ,^X ij j' in mN .^  /o„\ ij i jes (1) -^  -^  jEs (2m) -^  ^ 
y2m = ^N ./,, , y2j/Pj' y2u = ^ . \ , ^Ij^^j jes(2m) -J -^  jes(2u) -^  -J 
(2.4.1) 
The following notation is used frequently, 
9 N y N X . . 
o = T. P.(-^ -Y„)^ ; a^ = E P .(77^ ^ - X.) 
J=l ^ J J 
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X . . X, . 
ki C(x..x^ ) = ^ Pj(f^ - h^(w-.- 'V^ '' k = 1, 
(2 A.2) 
Sx.= C(y2.x.)/Y2X.; C.^= C(x . . x^)/X.X^;C.= 
Based on matched portion, we define an unbiased multi-
variate difference estimator for ?„ as, 
y„ , = I w.a., a. = y„ -l.(x. -x. ) 
^2md . . 1 1 1 -'2m i ira in' 
1 = 1 
(2.4.3) 
where l.'s are suitably chosen constants and w = (w ,...,w )' 1 p i p 
is a weight vector such that li w. = 1 . 
i = l ^  
Further, based on the un-matched portion, an unbiased 
1 " 
estimator of Y„ is given by y„ = —r- Z y. ./P . which is 2 * •' ^ 2u uN . , -^  21 I 
J = l -^  
independent of y 2md 
Combining the information on matched and un-matched 
portions we propose an unbiased estimator of Y^ defined by 
'2 = ^^2md + <^-^^ y2u (2.4.4) 
where a is a suitably chosen weight. 
Following Tripathi (1*)70, 1976 ), we obtain. 
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^^^2md) =-^Ql^^Q2 
V(yo ) = - Qo, with Q„= o^ 
^ •' 2u u ^ 3 ^3 y 
(2.4.5) 
where Q^= Q^- Q2. Q2= ^ '^w 
D = (d.^)pxp;d.^= a^ - [l.C(y2,xp + l^C(y2,x^) 
-1.1, C(x. ,x. )] 1 k 1 k 
An u.. i. sed ustiraator of V(y„ ,) nay be given by 
V(y2md) = W S w 
where A = (a., )pxp 
ik 
with 1 ? r ^ - .2 ,1 U,, wZji - , a • 1 = 
^ii _ "• (12J. _v )('^^ - X ) 
(-775-1 - X. ) + 1, Z ^NP. y2m''^NP. ""km^  NP im^ k J J 
m X. . X, • 
-^i^k .^^W".- ^im^^NF^-kn.)!/^'"-^) (2.4.6) 
J = l J J 
An unbiased estimator of V(y„ ) may be given as 
a 
V(y„ ) = -^ 
-' 2u u 
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where -2^ y fill - 2^ u-1 . / N P . ^2U^ (2.4.7) 
Using the results (2.3.8) to (2.3.10) and (2.4.5) we 
obtain 
a^ [A+(l-A)9] 
^^^2^ " (n'-nX)[X+(l-A)ei+nX ; with 9 = 
y 
(2.4.8) 
° 1+/9 
(provided 9 < 1) (2.4.9) 
and 
^0(^2) 
a^(l+/9) 
V 
(n'+n)+(n'-n)/9 
(2.4 10) 
which, for n = n', reduces to 
o 2 2n y (2.4.11) 
2.5. Some Alternative Estimators 
The variance expressions in (2.4.5) are exact for any 
sample sizes. Thus the estimator y„ is quite useful in the 
situations where sample sizes are small. However, problem 
arises if the constants l.(i = 1,2,. ...p) are not chosen in 
advance and are made to depend on the sampling design. In 
practice 1,'s (i = l,...,p) may be taken as the good guessed 
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values of any one of R,= Y^/X., R* = Y,/X., R** = Y„/X„., 
i 2 i i 1 1 1 2 2i 
2 
or B . = C(y2,x.)/o . which are based on some past experience 
where Y, and X„. are population means of y and x. on 1 2i *^  *^  -^  1 
first and second occasions respectively. In the absence of 
suitable choices of 1., we propose in the following several 
alternative estimators. 
Following Tripathl (1970, 1976), a multivariate ratio 
estimator for Y„ based on the matched portion s(2ra) may 
be defined as 
P 
I 
i = l 
Yo D = S w.a. ; a. 
•^ 2mR . , 1 1 1 
2m - ^ , 
T= X . , i W. = 1 
im 1 = 1 
(2.5.1) 
Assuming that m is large, so that terms of order 1/ 2 
ra 
are negligible, the bias and variance are given by 
•' 2mR ^m n (2.5.2) 
and 
^1 ^2 
•^  2mR n m (2.5.3) 
where d = (d,,d„,...,d ) ' ; d.= — [R. o^ -C(y„,x.)] and Q 
' ^ p' 1 ^ '•1 X. ^•'21 
1 
l'"2 1 
and Q„ are defined as in (2.4.5) with 1. replaced by 
'^i = ^2/x 
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TJie combined estimator for Y„ is defined again by 
A) with y„ , replaced by y„ „ and ' 
•^  2rad ^ 2raR 
follow immediately from (2.4,8) to (2.4.11) 
(2.4.4 the other results 
The bias B(y„ „) may be estimated by 
•^  2mR ^ •' 
^^ (y2mR> - ^^- b '^^ '^ ^ = (a^,...,dp)' (2.5.4) 
where d.= 1 
m X. , „ m X. . _ y„ 
1 - f^ i .^NP^-^m) -.VNP^'^'i'n^^NP. 
x_. J=l J J=l J J 
y,„))/(m-l) 
ira 
with r. = y„ /x. . 1 2m im 
The vai'iance V(y ) may be estimated by 
ny2,R) = w'A w (2.5.5) 
where A is defined as in (2.4.6) with 1. replaced by 
r. = y /x. . 1 2ra im 
Another estimator for Y„ may again be defined by 
(2.4.3) with y^ , replaced by regression type estimator 
2mrg Z w . a . , a . = y „ - 6 . ( x . -X. ) , 1 1 1 2m o i i m m 1 = 1 
(2.5.6) 
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m y X. . _ "^ ^- • _ 0 P 
J=l J J J=l J 1=1 
For large m, the variance is given by 
(^y2mrg) = l ^ l ' i ^2 (2.5.8) 
where Q, and Q„ are defined in the same way as in (2.4.5) 
2 
with 1. replaced by 6 . = C(y„,x.)/(7 .. 
Defining P^. = Ccy^.x.)/aa^ : P.^ = ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^2.5.9) 
-' 1 XI xk 
and writing Q , = p .O /a the term Q„ reduces to 
° ox oi y XI 2 
Q2= w'Dw, D = (d^ j^ ) : pxp (2.5.10) 
d., = a^ [l-P^.-P^, + p . P , p.. ] ik V *• oi ok oi ok ik^ 
The other results follow immediately from (2.4.8) to (2.4.11) 
The estimated variance of y^  may be given by (2.4.6) 
2mrg .7 0 
where 1. is replaced by 6 . in the definition of a., . 1 ^ -^  oi ik 
2.6. Weighting System and Matching Policy 
It is found that. V(y«) in (2.4.8) is a monotonically 
^2 w'Dw 
increasing function of Q = —r = j -
a o 
y y 
Tt follows that the 
kk 
best choice of weight vector w = (w ,.,.,w )' is that which 
minimizes Q„= w'Dw and is given by 
w = D - e/e'D ^e, e = ( 1 , 1 , . . . , 1) ' : pxl (2.6.1) 
However, in practice, exact w may not be available as it 
o -' 
involves the population values of the principal character y 
itself on the second occasion. An alternative weighting system 
defending on the information on (xi,...,x ) alone on the 
first occasion sample s(l) may be used following Tripathi 
(1978) in which case results of Section 2.4 will be valid 
only for large n. In some specific situations, mentioned 
in Tripathi (1970, 1976 ) the uniform weighting system 
w. = 1/p, i = l,2,...,p may be used. 
Let S denote the sampling scheme in which no units 
of s(l) is retained and a completely fresh sample s(2u) 
(u = n) of n units is drawn at the second occasion. The 
estimator for Y„ would, in this case, be 
with 
^2 = 5^ 2u' <^ " = ") 
V(y^) = - 0^ 
•^2 n y 
(2.6.2) 
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s(l) 
In case the scheme S, which retains all the units 
on the second occasion is used, Y« may be estimated by 
_** 
= ^2^. (•" = n) 
with (2.6.3) 
From (2.4.8) with n'= n and from (2.6.2) and (2,6.3) 
_* 
we obtain that both of the sampling strategies T = (S ,y«) 
o'^2 
.** 
and T, = (S-|,y„ ) would be better than the strategy 
TA = (S^.Xo) °f partial replacement (0 < A < 1) in case 
2 
9 = Q-p/o > !• This indicates that if we are convinced that 
2 Q^= w'Dw > a , we must either adopt the policy of complete 
matching (A = 1) or complete replacement (A = 0). However, 
for most of the populations one is expected to realize 9 < 1 
by adopting suitable weighting system. 
In case 9 < 1, one should not retain more than 50% of 
the units of s(l) since A <. "9 from (2.4.9). 
Table 2.6.1 below gives the values of optimum matched 
proportion \ for different values of 9(0 < 9 < 1). 
TABLE 2.6.1: Optimum Matched Proportion 
9 O.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 0.95 
Ao 0.24 0.31 0.35 0.39 0.41 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.49 0.49 
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It is noted that exact value of A cannot be ascertained 
o 
unless exact value of 9 is ascertained. The Table 2.6.2 gives 
the percent relative efficiency (PRE) of the optimum matching 
A over arbitrary matching X(0 < A < 1) defined by 
o 
v(y^) 
PRE = — ^ 100, n'= n (2.6.4) 
^ ^ ^ 2 ^ 
TABLE 2.6.2: PRE of Optimum M a t c h i n g o v e r A r b i t r a r y Matching 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
0 .1 106.53 109.93 110.42 109.64 108.30 106.70 105.01 103.31 101.63 100.81 
0.2 100.34 101.95 103.00 103.42 103.37 103.01 102.42 101.70 100.88 100.44 
0.25 100.02 100.51 101.25 101.71 101.88 101.80 101.52 101.11 100.59 100.31 
0 .3 100.57 100.01 100.31 100.65 100.86 100.93 100.85 100.66 100.37 100.19 
0.35 101.75 100.20 100.00 100.11 100.26 100.36 100.38 100.32 100.20 100.11 
0.4 103.40 100.93 100.20 100.01 100.01 100.06 100.10 100.11 100.08 100.04 
0.45 105.44 102.98 100.82 100.29 100.08 100.01 100.00 100.01 100.01 100.01 
0 .5 107.84 103.65 101.81 100.89 100.42 100.18 100.06 100.02 100.00 100.00 
The T a b l e 2.6.2 r e v e a l s t h a t p e r c e n t r e l a t i v e g a i n s i n 
e f f i c i e n c y of A o v e r 0 . 2 5 < A _< 0 . 3 0 a r e q u i t e s m a l l w h a t e v e r 
be t h e v a l u e of 0 . T h i s i n d i c a t e s t h a t i n p r a c t i c e on t h e s e c o n d 
o c c a s i o n one may r e t a i n 25% t o 30% u n i t s of s ( l ) and draw a 
f r e s h s a m p l e of n ( l - A ) u n i t s , 0 . 2 5 < •^  £ 0 . 3 0 , w i t h o u t b o t h e r i n g 
f o r e x a c t v a l u e s of 9 ( 0 < 9 < 1) and A a s t h e r e s u l t i n g l o s s 
o ° 
in efficiency would be almost negligible. 
CHAPTER III 
ESTIMATION OF POPULATION MEAN ON SECOND OCCASION 
USING DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR PPS ESTIMATION AND 
MULTIVARIATE AUXILIARY INFORMATION 
3.1. Introduction. 
In sample surveys one is frequently interested in esti-
mating population mean, total, proportion, population ratio 
or the change in their values over different occasions (years 
or seasons). One may, for example, estimate the total 
production of milk in a milk survey or the yield rate of a 
principal crop over different seasons in a crop survey. 
The practice of using partial replacement sampling scheme 
in repeated surveys is quite common. After each sampling 
occasion a fraction of the units observed on that occasion is 
replaced by a fresh subsample from the population. This set 
of replaced (unmatched) units is then observed on the next 
occasion along with the remaining set of retained (matched) 
units . 
The estimation of population mean Y„ of y on second 
occasion based on the scheme of partial replacement and simple 
random sampling by using the information on auxiliary characters 
say x ,x„,..,,x has been considered, among others, by 
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Tikkiwal (1967), Tripathi (1970, 1976), Singh and Srivastava 
(1973b) and Sen (1971, 1972, 1973b) 
Raj (1965b)and Tripathi (1970, 1976) considered 
estimation of population mean on second occasion with probability 
proportional to size with replacement (PPSWR) sampling and 
partial replacement of units using a difference type estimator, 
whereas Tripathi and Srivastava (1979) considered a sampling 
strategy based on PPSWR sampling with partial replacement 
scheme and a univariate regression type estimator. 
We consider a situation where the information on several 
auxiliary characters may be readily available at hand or may 
be made to be available by diverting a part of the survey 
budget. This information is then used in different ways to 
improve the precision of estimation. For example in apple 
production surveys the information about the area of orchards 
number of trees, amount of different fertilizers and chemicals 
used etc. may be used by selecting the orchards with 
probability proportional to their areas and using the 
information in constructing the multivariate difference type, 
ratio type and regression type estimators. Such a scheme was 
considered by Tripathi et al. (1989), wherein they assumed 
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the knowledge of the selection variable z (area of orchard, 
or number of trees) for estimating the population mean ?„ 
of the character y on second occasion. In practice, however 
the information on selection variable z may not always be 
available apriori. 
We, therefore, consider modified selection and estimation 
procedures in which no such assumption is made, and the sample 
on first occasion is devoted to collect information on z as 
well, in addition to the information on other related auxiliary 
characters x,,x„,...,x . 1 2 p 
Let U = {1,2,...,N} be a finite population of N units 
and {y^.} be the values of the principal characteristic .y 
on second occasion and x.. and z. be the values of the 
auxiliary characters x.(i=1,...,p) and z for the jth unit 
(j=l,..,,N) of the population on first occasion. 
I ^ 1 ^ - 1 ^ 
^^' h = N . \ ' 2 y ^i= N . ^ ^ j ^"^ ^ = N .^^j 
J = l -^  J = l J = l 
denote the population means and P .= z ./(NZ)(j = l,...,N). 
The problem considered is to estimate the population 
mean V- of y on second occasion using double sampling for 
PPS estimation. The information on auxiliary characters 
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V X , , X 2 ,x ) is collected on the first occasion. A sampling 
strategy based on partial matching is proposed, and comparison 
with some other strategies is made. 
3.2. A General Approach 
In this section we present some general results which 
may be applied in a large number of situations. 
On first occasion let a sample s(l) of size n be 
selected from the population of size N, using any suitable 
sampling procedure. On the second occasion let m = nX(0<A<l) 
units, say s(2m) be selected from s(l) using some suitable 
sampling procedure, and a fresh sample of u units, say s(2u) 
be drawn independently from the population according to a 
suitable sampling scheme. 
Let Y and Y be two independent estimators for the 
m u *^  
population mean Y^ on the second occasion, based on the 
information on s(l), s(2m) and s(2u), with their variances 
expressible in the form 
'(K^ =^^1^1 V Q3 
V(Y ) = - Q,+ Q. 
u u 4 5 
(3.2.1) 
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where Q. (i=1,2,...,5) are the quantities not depending on 
n, ra and u. 
Let r-= aV" + (I-O!) Y 2 ra u (3.2.2) 
be a combined estimator of Y„, where optimum value of the 
weight Qt is given by, 
a 
Q^/u + Q5 
o CQj/n + Q2/m + Q3 + Q4/U + Q5) (3.2.3) 
Let n' = m+u = nA+u be the size of the sample on the 
second occasion. The variance of the optimally combined 
estimator Y„ is found to be 
. {Q^+ (n'-nA)Q^}{Q2+A(Q^+nQ2)} 
^^^2^ " (n'-nA){Q2+A(Q^+nQ2+nQg)}+nAQ^ (3.2.4) 
In case n = n', that is the sample sizes are same on 
both the occasions, we may write 
, A A,+ AA^+ A„ 
V(Y ) = -
^ 2"^  n 2 
A^ BjH- AB2+ B^ 
where A^ = -nQ^(Q.+ nQ„) 
A2 = (Qj+ nQ3)(Q^+ nQ^) - nQ2Q5 
A3 = Q2(Q4+ "Q5) 
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Bj = -Qj+n(Q3+Q5) 
'2 = (Qi" ^2'^ "^3"^ ^4"^ "^5^ 
^3 = '^ 2 
The value of A which minimizes V(Y2) is given by 
A = 
o 
C^± v/C2-C^C3 
(3.2.6) 
where C, = A^B^-A^B, 
C2 = A3B^-AjB3 
C3 - A2B3 A3B2. 
In situations where both Q„ and Qj. are negligible, 
we obtain (from 3.2.4) 
V(Y^) = 
Q^(AQj+Q2) 
2' (n'-nA)[AQj+Q2]+nAQ^ (3.2.7) 
The value of A minimizing V(Y„) in (3.2.7) and the 
resulting minimum variance are given by, 
/QTQ 2^4 [1-/9], (3.2,8) 
and 
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Q1Q4 
V^(Y„) = '—^ T (3.2.9) 
n'Qi+ nQ^[l-/9] 
where 9 = Q2/Q4 > 0' 
3.3, Proposed Sampling Strategy and its Properties 
In some situations information on the selection variable 
z may not be available in advance, and consequently the sample 
on the first occasion may not be selected according to PPZWR 
N 
with probabilities P .= z ./ Z z., (j = 1,...,N). We propose 
J J j^ i J 
below a sampling strategy for estimating Y„, ('the population 
mean of character y on second occasion), using multivariate 
auxiliary information and PPS estimation in such situations. 
On the first occasion a sample s(l) of size n is 
drawn from the population U of N units with SRSWOR and 
variates (z,x-,...,x ) are observed, the observations being 
{z.,x,.,x„.,...,x .}, j = l,...,n. Based on the information 
J Ij 2j' PJ -^  
{zi,...,z } we define the selection probabilities I n *^  
n 
p.= z./ 2 z.. On the second occasion, a sample 3(2m) of size 
J J j^ i J 
m = n X(0 < A < 1) is selected from s(l) with PPZWR, the 
probability of selecting jth unit being p.= z ./ y z . at 
each draw, and a sample s(2u) of size u is selected 
independently from the population using SRSWOR and character 
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y is observed, yielding the observations {y„.}, (j=l,...,m) 
and {y„.}, (j=l,...,u) for matched part s(2m) and unmatched 
part s(2u) respectively of the sample s(2) = (s(2m),s(2u)) 
on the second occasion. It may be remarked that one of the 
variates z,x,,.,.,x may be character y itself observed 
on the first occasion. 
Based on the information on s(l), we define an unbiased 
estimate for X. (i=l,...,p) as 
1 " 
i( 1) n ij 1 
Further on the basis of observations (x. .}, (j=l,...,m) for 
those units which are common to s(2ra) and s(l), an unbiased 
estimator of X. is 
1 
•• 111 U 
X . , „. = — E x../p., p.= z ./ Z z. 1(2) nm .^^ ij ^ j ' ^ j J . 
J = l J 
An unbiased estimator for Y„ based on observations {y„.}, 
(j=l,...,m) for units in s(2m) is defined as, 
1 m 
^(2) = ^ jf/2j/Pj 
The following notations will be used. 
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'^  2^1 ..2 
J=l J=l J 
V(x,) = J^P. (^ ii - L ) ^ P. = ^ A ^ .. 
^^yr\^ = .^Pj ^ ^ - ^ 2) (^ - i^' (3.3.2) 
N X. . 
J=l J J 
Based on the observations collected for s(l) and its retained 
part s(2m), we define an unbiased multivariate difference 
estimator for Y„ as 
•'2md ._ 1 1 ' 1 (2) 1 i(2) i(l) (3.3.3) 
where H. 's are suitably chosen constants and w = (w.,...,w )' 
1 p P 
is the weight vector such that T. w.= 1. 
i = l ^  
Further, based on observations made for the independent 
sample s(2u), an unbiased estimator of Y^ is defined as 
- 1 r 
^2u ' u . / 2 j 
J = l 
(3.3.4) 
Combining the information on matched and unmatched 
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portions, an unbiased estimator of Y„ may be defined by, 
^2= °'y2md + (l-°'> ^20 ^3.3.5) 
wKere a is a suitably chosen weight. 
Following Tripathi (1970, 1976), we obtain 
VCy^^^) = w'Bw, B = (b.^) 
^k = i t ^ (VCy2)-^c(y2.x.)-V(y2.x,) 
+ £,£^ c(x,,x,J}+ (i - ^ ) S^ y I K 1 k (3.3.6) 
It may be noted that for all practical purposes the term 
-^ -T-j^ —ir-r may be replaced by unity, in which case we may write 
^(y2md) = ^ Q l ^ > 2 - ^ Q3 ^3-3-^) 
where Q^ = S^^, Q^ = w'Dw, Q3 = - ^  S^^ 
° = ^''ik^pxp' ^ik= ny^)-i,c(y^..^)-Z^c(y^,.^) 
+ £ . £, c(x . , X, ) . 1 k ^ 1 k 
We note that V(y„ ) = - Q,+ Q^ 
•' 2u u 4 5 
with Q, = Q, and Q = Q, (3.3.8) 
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An unbiased estimator of V(y„ ,) may be given by, 
Hy,^,) = WBw. 6 = (b.^) 
with b.^= 1 {V(y2)-il,c(y2,x.)-£,c^(y2,x^).£.£^c(x..x,)} 
(N-n) 2 
^ nN ^2y 
where c( x . , x, ) = 1 k 
, m X. . X, . 
J = l J J 
V(y2) = c(y2,y2) and 
„ , m . m 
'o = ~7 TT [ ^ Yo -/p .- —7 7T ^ Yo -/p . Yo, /p, ] 
2y m(n-l) • ^  2j *^ j n(m-l) j^]^ 2j *^ j -'2k ^k' 
is an unbiased estimator of S 2y 
Substituting the values of Q. (i=l,...,5) in (3.2.4), 
we obtain 
Si [i-(f•-fA)][e+ACi-f)] 
V(Y„) = -^ 
"^ n(n'/n-X)[e + X(l-2f)] + X 
(3.3.9) 
where f = n'/N, f = n/N, 6 = Q^/sl = w'Dw/S^ > 0. 
/ zy zy 
Henceforth we assume that n'=n, that is the sample size is 
same at both the occasions. After ignoring the terms like 
A(l-A)f, Af(l-f), Afe and A(1- A)f(1-f), 
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we get 
VCT^) 12J. n 
(3.3.10) 
3.4. Choice of Matched Proportion 
In case all the units of the sample s(l) are retained, 
an unbiased estimator for Y^ is given by 
yn/_ _^ = r ^ yo-i j£s(2ra) ra = n 2(m=n) n j^j 2j 
(3.4.1) 
with V(y2(m=n)^ = (n - N^ ^2y (3.4.2) 
S i m i l a r l y i n c a s e a l l u n i t s of s ( l ) a r e r e p l a c e d by an 
i n d e p e n d e n t s a m p l e s ( 2 u ) , an u n b i a s e d e s t i m a t o r f o r Y^ 
i s g i v e n by 
Yo/ A) = - 2 Yo • J e s ( 2 u ) ( 3 4 3) 
- '2(u = n ) ' n ._ • '2 j -^  u = n ^ ^ 
with C^yo/- _ \) same as given by (3.4.2). 
From (3.3.10) and (3.4.2) th? gain by using the estimator 
Y/2) i" (3.3.5) based on arbitrary matching A(0 < A < 1) 
over complete matching (A=l) and'complete replacement (A = 0) 
is given by, 
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°-<'-ois^^ [(i-lKtAJ.xl ('-"-'^ 
It follows that Y.„. would be better than 
y„f . and y„^ . 
•'2(ra=n) -'2(u = n) , if 0 < X < 1-e (3.4.5) 
The condition (3.A.5) indicates a policy of matching. 
In populations where 9 = '^^ '^  ^  1, it would be advisable to 
2y 
either use y„, . or y^, . , while in other situations 
^2(ra=n) 2(u=n) 
A 
it would be preferable to use ^(n) with suitable choice of 
A(0 A < 1). Table 3.4.1 gives the percent relative efficiency 
(PRE) of f^2) °^^^ y2(m=n) ^"^ ^2(u=n) ^°' ^°™" 
values of 9 and A, 
_ (1-A)(9+A) + A ^ 
^^^ - (9+A) ^^^' 
The table indicates that for 0 < 9 < 0.7 it would be 
preferable to choose A such that 0.2 £ A _< 0.3. 
We give the following theorem. 
A 
Theorem 3.4.1. The optimum value of A which minimizes V(Y„~ 
in (3.3.10) is given by 
X^(9) = /9(l-/9) (3.4.6) 
and the resulting minimum variance is given by 
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V^(Y2) = ^ S2 [l + (l-/e)^] ^ assuming that e<l. (3.4.7) 
Proof. We get (3.4.6) easily by differentiating (3.3.10) 
w.r.t X and equating to zero, whereas (3.4.7) is obtained 
by substituting optiraum value value of X in (3.3.10). Q.E.D. 
It may be remarked that the assumption 9 < 1 is not 
quite restrictive. For example for p = 1, 
C(y2.x^) &0(y^) 
The optimum value 5.. = . . = ^, . of ilj is used 
CCy2.Xj) 
or for large m its estimated value A„, = —TTT——r is used, 
we have 
which reduces to 
e = (l-62)v(y)/S^y (3.4.8) 
From (3.4.8) we note that in all the situations which 
are favourable to the use of PPSWR sampling compared to the 
use of simple random sampling, we will have 9 < 1. 
It may be noted that the optimum weight vector w, in 
Q„= w'Dw is given by, 
w^= D~^e/e'D~'e, e = (1 1) ' 
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resulting into the minimum value of Q„ as 
QQ2= 1/e'D e^ 
From (3.4.6), it is noted that A (6) assumes its maximum 
o 
value \ = max X (9) = 1/4 at 9 = 1/4. This indicates 
° 0<9<1 ° 
that whatever be 0 < 9 < 1, one should not retain more than 
25% of the units in 3(1) for s(2m). Table (3.4.2) gives 
optirauTi matched proportion A for various values of 9(0<9<1) 
TABLE 3.4.1: PRE of Arbitrary Matching over Complete 
Matching and Complete Replacement 
A 9 0.1 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 
0.1 140.0 123.3 118.6 115.0 110.0 106.7 lOi.3 102.5 101.1 100.0 99.5 
0.2 146.7 130.0 124.4 120.0 113.3 106.6 105.0 102.2 100.0 98.2 97.4 
0.25 146.4 130.6 125.0 120.4 113.5 106.3 104.4 101.3 
0.3 145.0 130.0 124.5 120.0 112.9 107.5 103.3 100.0 
0.35 142.8 128.7 123.3 118.8 111.7 106.1 101.8 98.3 95.Q 
0.4 126.7 126.7 121.5 117.1 110.0 104.4 100.0 96.4 
0.45 136.8 124.2 119.3 115.0 107.9 102.4 97.8 %A 
0.5 133.3 121.4 116.7 112.5 105.6 100.0 95.4 91.7 
TABLE 3.4.2: Optimum Matched Proportion 
9S.8 
97.2 
93.3 
91.0 
68.5 
96.7 
95.0 
93.0 
90.8 
88.3 
85.7 
95,8 
94.0 
91.9 
89.6 
87.1 
84.5 
9 
A 
o 
0.1 
'U2l 
0.2 
0.24 
0.25 
0.25 
0.3 
0.24 
0.4 
0.23 
0.5 
0.20 
0.6 
0.17 
0.7 
0.13 
0.8 
0.09 
0.9 
0.04 
0.95 
0.02 
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3.5. Some Alternative Estimators 
It may be noted that the variances in (3.3.7), (3.3.8) 
and (3.3.9) are exact for any sample sizes. The estimator 
A 
Y„ is quite useful in situations where the sample sizes are 
small. The problem arises, in practice, when the constants 
S-, (i = l,...,p) are not chosen in advance and are made to 
depend on the sampling design. The constant i . may be taken 
_ _ * C(y2.xp 
as the good guessed value of R.= Y^/X. or 3 .= —y7——T— or 
* C(y^,x^) 
R. = Y,/X. or B .- T 
i l l oi 2 
based on pilot survey or past 
a^x.) 
N 
experience where Y^= Z Y../N denotes the population mean 
j = l ^ 
of y on first occasion. In the absence of a suitable choice 
of these constants, following estimators based on large 
samples may be considered on the lines of Tripathi (1970,1976). 
A multivariate ratio-type estimator for Y„ based on the 
matched portion s(2m) may be defined as 
2mr Z w a , a = ^ ^ X..,., Z w.= I i=l ^ ^ ^ X ^^^^ 1 ^ 
1-1 X ^ 1 
(3.5. 1) 
-r Assuming m to be large and ignoring the terms of order m , 
r > 1, the bias and the mean square error (MSE) are given by, 
"^y2mr'' (N-l)nm " ° (3.5.2) 
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and M . S . E . ( y „ ) = - Q-+ - Q*+ Q„ 
^ 2mr n ^ l ra2 3 C 3 . 5 . 3 ) 
where b = ( b ^ . b ^ , b ) ' ; b^= \ [R^V . - C C y ^ . x . ) ] . R.= Y^/X., 
^ X. ^ i 
1 
^ _ — 
and Qi.Q^ and Q„ a re defined as in (3 .3 .7 ) with 1. rep laced by R.= Y„/X.. 
The e s t i m a t o r f o r Y„ may now be d e f i n e d by ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 
w i t h y„ , r e p l a c e d by y„ 
•^  2md ^ ^ -'2mr 
Another estimator for Y„ may be defined by (3.3.5) 
through replacing y„ . by y„ , where 
^ *^ » •'2rad ^ •'2rarg 
y„ = 2 w.a., a.= ^ -<^ . (x . . „>,-x . ,. . ) (3.5.4) 
•'2rarg ^^j 1 1 1 -'(2) oi^ i(2) i(l)' 
and 
m y. X . 
6 .= Z ( 
Ol 
- y ^ o ^ ) ( • JJ. 
ra X. 
."/np. ^(2)^^np. '^1(2)^'' .^/np . ""1(2)^ 
J=l J J J=l J 
For large m, 
1 1 * * 
V(yo ) = - Qi+ - Qo + Qo 
^•'2mrg' n ^1 m ^2 ^3 (3.5.5) 
* • » • 
where Q,,Q„ and Q„ are defined in the same way as in 
(3.3.7) with I. replaced by 6 .= C(y^,x.)/V(x.). 
1 ^ Ol - ^ 2 1 1 
Defining 
C(y^.x ) C(x^,x^) 
oi a(y2)a(x^) ' ^ ik o(x^)a(x^) ' (3.5.6) 
^t-jf 
the term Q reduces to 
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** * * * 
^ = w'D w, D = (d ., ) 
'2 ik pxp 
I*. = [1-P^.- P^ , + P . p . p., ]V(y_) ik oi ok oi ok ik-" ^ •'2 
(3.5.7: 
The other results related to y„ and y„ follow from 
(3.3.9), (3.3.10) and the dicussion in Section 3.4, through 
replacing 9 by 6 = Q2/S2 and 6 = Q2 /^2y 'Respectively 
CHAPTER H/ 
RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SOME ESTIMATORS FOR MEAN ON SECOND 
OCCASION BASED ON MULTIVARIATE AUXILIARY INFORMATION 
4.1. Introduction 
The problem of improving the estimation of population 
parameters in repetitive surveys has been dealt with quite 
extensively in sample survey literature. The estimators 
considered mostly utilize the information obtained on some 
previous occasion(s). 
In most of the survey situations one has a number of 
variables, correlated with the principal (survey) variable 
y whose mean is under estimation. The utilization of 
information on several auxiliary variables, say x,,X2,...,x 
for estimating population mean Y„ of y on second occasion 
based on the scheme of partial replacement and with simple 
random sampling at each occasion has been dealt with among 
others by, Tikkiwal (1967), Tripathi (1970, 1976), Sen (1971, 
1972, 1973b), Sastri (1970), Singh and Srivastava (1973) and 
Adhvaryu (1978). 
The estimation of population mean Y„ of y on second 
occasion using the scheme of part lal replacement and 
probability proportional to size with replacement (PPSWR) 
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sampling was considered by Raj (1965b), Tripathi (1970), 
Tripathi and Srivastava (1979), Tripathi, Mir and Chaturvedi 
(1989) and Tripathi and Mir (1990). 
let U = (1,2,...,N) be a finite population of N 
units and y„ . be the values of the principal character y 
^ J 
on second occasion and x.. and z. be the values of the 
auxiliary variables x. (i=l,.,.,p) and z for jth unit 
(j = 1,...,N) of the population on the first occasion. Let 
1- N .^/2j' ^i" N .^/ij j = l -J j = l 
- 1 ^ Z 
and Z=T7 Z z . = i T be the 
N . , J N 
J = l 
population means of characters y , x.(i = l, , . . , p ) and z 
respectively. 
In the present chapter we consider an empirical inves-
tigation of the performance of a number of sampling strategies 
for the estimation of Y, some of which are mentioned above. 
4.2. Strategies under consideration 
We consider the following general sampling scheme for 
estimating mean Y„ of variable y on second occasion. 
On first occasion let a sample s(l) of n units be 
selected from the population of size N according to a 
suitable probability sampling scheme and the required infor-
mation {x..,x„.,...,x .} on auxiliary variables £ = (x,,..,x )' 
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is collected for all j g s(l). On the second occasion let 
a sample s(2ra) of m units be selected from s(l) using 
a specified sampling scheme and the observations {y^-}' 
(j=l,...,ra) on survey variable y are made, and let a fresh 
sample s(2u) of u units be selected independently from 
the entire population according to a suitable sampling scheme 
and the observations {y^.} j = l,...,u are made. 
A 
Let X. based on observations on first occasion for im 
units in s(2m) be an unbiased estimator of X.. Let X. 
based on observations for s(l), be an unbiased estimator 
of X. and let Y„ based on observations for s(2m) on 1 zm 
second occasion be an unbiased estimator of Y„. Further let 
— ^ 
X. be such that it is conditionally unbiased for X. (given im •' in 
s(l)). Let Y2 denotes an unbiased estimator of Y^ based 
on s(2u). Then a general estimator for Y„ may be defined as 
d = ad(m) + (1-a) Y 2u 
(4.2.1) 
with d(m) = Z w.{Y„ -t. (X. - X. )} 
. 1 1 2m im im in ^  
1=1 
where a is a fixed weight. The weights w^'s are such that 
P 
V w = 1 and t. 's are suitably chosen statistics. We 
i=l ' "^^  
consider the following three sampling schemes to be denoted 
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(a) Sampling Scheme, S^. 
In this cheme, on first occasion a sample s(l) is drawn 
from population U of N units with probabilities P.,P. = z ,7 
N 
Z = li z . , z . > 0 V j and with replacement. On the second 
j=l ^ ^ 
occasion the sample s(2m) is drawn using SRSWOR from s(l). 
The independent sample s(2u) is drawn with PPZWR sampling. 
We define, 
^ :es(2™,'^ J/''- W WN jJ(,„/ij/-J 
X. = ^ S X. ./p . , Y„ = ^ I y ^ .1 . 
^" "'^  jes(l) J^ J 2u UN .^^^2u) 2J J 
(A.2.2) 
^ r ""^Um)-^ (1-") ^2, (A.2.3) 
P Y 2m a 
with d,^  .= Z w. {- .X. } 
K m ) ^^^ 1 £ in 
im 
^r °''^ 2(m)+ l^-^ ') ^ 2, C4.2.4) 
A A 
with d„. ,= Z w. (Y^ -b. (X. -X. )} 2(m) . 1 1 2m 1 im in 1=1 
where b.= E ( ^ -y2m)(NP^ "^m^/ Z ( ^ -x. ) 
1=1 1 J . , NP. im 
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'"^  S = ^ 'Scm)-^  ^ l-^ *) 2^u 
(4.2.5) 
with d„. .= Z w. (Y„ .X. /^ } 3( m) . , 1 2ra im X. 
•^  1 = 1 i n 
For estimating Y„, under this scheme we define the 
sampling strategies. 
Tj = (Sj.d^) 
T2 = (Sii,d2) (4.2.6) 
and T3 = (Sjjj.d3) 
It may be noted that d,, d„ and d„ are particular 
A 
cases of d in (A.2.1) for t. = Y„ /^ , t. = b. and 
ira 2m X. im 1 im 
t.^ = -Y„ /^ respectively, im zm X . in 
Following Tripathl (1970, 1976), Tripathi, Mir & Chaturvedi 
(1989) in case sample size on two occasions is same (i.e. m+u=n) 
the variance, optimum matched proportion X and the optimum 
variance of the strategy (S-j.,d), where d is as defined in 
(4.2.1), are given as. 
V(d) = P-Si ^ (1-^)9 
n (1-A)(A + (1-X)9+A 
A^ = /ff / (1 + /9) (4.2.7) 
V^(d) ^ ( i + / e ) 
2n 
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where 8 = w'Dw/ 2 with D = (d., ) 
a ^ ik pxp 
where d., = a^ -£.c .-£, c , +Ji.£.c., ik o 1 oi k ok 1 k ik (4.2.8) 
a'^ = Z p (-^ _Y ) • O^ = S p f^J- -X ) 
o . /j^NP. "2^ • i . /j^NP. ^i^ 
N y„ . X . . _ 
01 . , 1 NP . ^ ^  NP . 1 
J = l J J 
The variance, optimum X and optimum variances of d,, 
d„ and d„ follow immediately by substituting in (4.2.8) 
l^= Y/^ for d^, i^ = c (y.x^)/ . . for d and i^= -Y/^ 
i ^ i '^  i 
for d„ respectively. 
In case of complete matching (m = n) or complete replace-
ment (u = n) on second occasion S-, is modified to S,- and 
** 
S^ respectively, and we obtain the following strategies 
T^= (Sj,d ) and 1^= (Sj,d ) 
wi th 2m(m=n)' ~ 2u(u=n) 
and V(d ) = V(d ) = O^/ 
^ on 
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(b) Sampling Scheme, S^y. 
Under this scheme, the sample s(l) of size n on 
first occasion is drawn with SRSWOR. On the second occasion 
the sample s(2m) of size m is selected from s(l) by 
SRSWOR and an independent sample s(2u) is drawn also by 
SRSWOR. For this scheme, we have the estimators d,, d_ and 
d, having similar forms as of d,, d™ and d^ respectively with 
^ = - I y ^ . ; X . = - l X . . 
jes(2m) -J jes(2ra) 
1 1 (4.2.9) 
X . = - I X.. ; Y „ = - Z y„, 
^" ^ jes(l) J^ 2" " jes(2u) 2J 
We also define the estimator d-, for this sampling 
strategy as , 
7^= °'^ 2m£r-^  ^'-''^ hn 
with Y^ n = Y„ + Z b.'(X. - X. ) 2mx-r 2m . , 1 ^ im m 
1 = 1 
(4.2.10) 
where a is a suitably chosen weight, Y^ o is the multivariate 
regression estimator of Y„ from sample s(2m), and b.' are 
the least square estimates and Y^ . X. and X. are as 
^ 2m im in 
defined in (4.2.9). 
Now under this scheme, we define the sampling strategies 
T^, T^, T^ and T^ as. 
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^ = ^ hr \^ 
T5 = (Sjj. d^) (4.2.11) 
6^ = ^hr 'e^ 
h = (hi- 7^) 
The expressions for variance, optimum matched proportion 
A and the optimum variance of T,, T^ and T^ will also 
follow from (4.2.7), with 9 = w'Dw/g2, D = (d^j^) 
d., = S - l.S .- i.S ,+ £.^. S.. ik o 1 01 k ok 1 k ik 
(4.2.12) 
with 
.2 1 
'o N 
2 1 ^ N2 
1 N S .= Tf-^ Z (y„ .- Y)(x. .- X. ) 
01 N-1 . , - ' 2 i 11 1 
1 N 
j = i -J -J 
The variance, optimum A and the optimum variances of d 
d and d^ follow immediately by substituting in (4.2.12) 
i , = XI^ for d,, I. = ^"iS^'V ^ for d^  and £. - -XU for 
1 X^ 4 1 V(x^) 5 1 X^ 
d , respec t i v<' 1 y . 
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In case sample sizes on two occasion remain the same 
(i.e. m+u = n ) , following Sen (1973) ^ We get the expressions 
for variance, optimum matched proportion \ and optimum 
variance of the estimator d^ (as defined in 4.2.10) as 
v(d ) - ^ A+a-Aie 
^ 7 ^ n (l-X){X + (l-A)e}+; 
K = ^9/(u/e) (4.2.13) 
and V^(d^) = 0/2^ ^ (l + /e) 
2 
with 9 = 1-p where p is the multiple correlation coefficient 
between y and x. .. , .. 
1 (1 = 1 .....p) 
In case of complete matching (m = n) or complete replace-
•^ 
ment (u = n) on second occasion S-|.-j. is modified to S-p-, and 
»* 
S__ respectively and the corresponding strategies are given 
as , 
T^ = (Sjj.d ) and Tj^ = (S^^.d ) 
wi t h d = Y„ , . and d = Y„ . v 2m(m=n) 2u(u=n) (4.2.14) 
and V(d ) = V(d ) = o n 
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(c) Sampling Scheme, S-,^ -,. 
In this scheme on first occasion a sample s(l) of 
size n is drawn with SRSWOR , and on second occasion a sample 
s(2m) of size ra is drawn with PPZWR (selected with 
probability proportional to the variate z observed on s(l)) 
n 
with probabilities P .= z./^ .; Z = S z., z. > 0 V. and with 
J J Z' j=i J J J 
replacement, and s(2u) of size u is drawn independently 
using SRSWOR from the population. 
Under this scheme the estimator d_, dg and d^ _ have 
the same form as those of d,, d„ and d„ defined in (4.2.2), 
(4.2.3) and (4.2.4) with, 
f„ = — Z Yn./P. ; f. = — E X../P. 2ra nm . .„ N 2j j im nm . /o x ij J jes(2m) -^  -• jes(2m) -^  -^  
. , n ± 1 (4.2.15) 
X. = - Z X. . ; Y„ = - Z y„ . in n 1J 2u u . . „ . • ' 2J J=l jes(2u) 
and we, therefore, define the sampling strategies denoted by 
Tg, Tg and T^Q, as 
Tg = (Sjjj, dg) (4.2.16) 
and T^o= (Sj^j,d^Q) 
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Following Tripathi (1970, 1976) and Tripathi and Mir 
(1990), we have the general expressions for variance, optimum 
matched proportion and optimum variance of the generalized 
estimator d, as 
.2 
n Q-l_ A a 9 + X 
V(d) . ^ ( 1 - J ) [Tr-X)(9.X).X 
X = /0 (1-/9) (4.2.17) 
v^(d) = -^ [i+(i-/e)^] 
where 9 = w'Dw/ 2 with D = (d., ) same as in (4.2.8) 
a ik'^ pxp 
o ^ ^ 
with notations as defined in the scheme. 
The expressions for variance, optimum matched proportion 
X and optimum variance of dg, dg and d,„ may be easily 
obtained from above by substituting in (4.2.8) l^= ^O^Y '^^'^  
Cov(y2,x^) 
^8' ^i = V(x.) ^^ -^  ^ ^ 
^ 1 ^  
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
2' X, 
nd .^ = -Y2/X, for d 10 
In case of complete matching (m = n) or complete replace-
ment (u = n), the scheme S, 
respectively resulting in the following strategies: 
^^-|. is modified as S-p-j.^  and S,^ y 
** * * ** ** ** 
Tg = (S^^j. d ) and T^ ^ = ^ ^ m ' '^ > 
where d = Y 2m (m=n) 
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d = Y 2u (u=n) 
and V(d ) = v(d ) = (i - |) a^, 
4.3. Empirical Analysis 
In this section we consider the performance of different 
sampling strategies based on partial replacement in comparison 
to the corresponding schemes of complete matching (^=1, u=0) 
and complete replacement (A=0, u=n) discussed in Section 4.2. 
The comparisons are made under two weighting systems as 
follows: 
(a) Uniform weights (Uw): w. = — for i = 1,2,...,p. 
We have under this weighting system 
P P 
w'Dw= I Z d . , / „ 
1 = 1 1<;=1 p 
(4.3.1) 
where d., are the elements of D as defined in Section 4.2 ik 
(b) Optimum weightsCow): The optimum weight vector which 
minimizes Q„ = w'Dw is given by 
w_^ = D~^e/e'D~^e, e = (1,1 1)': pxl (4.3.2) 
where D is the inverse of the matrix D as defined in 
ik Section 4.2, with elements d ; i=1,2,...,p; k = 1,2,...,p. 
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We have under this weighting system 
Q2 = w'Dw=l/Z Z d 
1 = 1 k:=l 
ik 
The percent relative efficiency (PRE) of strategies 
T., T^, T,, T^. Ty, TQ and !„ based on partial matching over 
corresponding strategies with complete matching or complete 
replacement are defined as, 
(i) In case of T^, T^, T^, T^ and T^ 
PRE = [(1-A)+A/{X+(1-X)9}] X 100 
and (ii) in case of TQ and T_ 
PRE = [(l-A) + A/(Ue) ] X 100 
(4.3.4) 
(4.3.5) 
We note that PRE's for strategies T™. T^ and T-„ being based 
on product type estimators are not considered as 9 > 1 in 
that case. 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from Census 
1961 and 1971, West Bengal, District Census Hand Boom Malda 
District. The population consists of 278 villages under 
Gajola police station with 
^ = ^2 = Number of agricultural labourers 1971 
X, = Number of agricultural labourers in 1961. 
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x„ = Number of workers in 1961 
x„ = Population of villages in 1961 
X, = Number of cultivators in 1961 4 
z = Xc = Area of villages in 1961 
The values obtained for the parameters under two 
different weighting systems are, 
Y2 = 39.07, Xj = 25.11, X2 = 128.77, X3 = 339.95, X^ = 91.36, 
X5 = 173.44 
The variance covariance matrix S = (S., ) • of 
i k 
( y „ , X- , x „ , x „ , X , , x ^ ) d e f i n e d a s 
1 ^ 
Z (x , , - X j ( x , , , - x , ) ; i k N-1 ._ , i j i k j k i , k = 0 , 1 , . . . , 5 . 
whe re 0 s t a n d s f o r y„ i s a s 
'^l ^^ 2 ^3 ^4 ^5 
X 3187.27 
o 
X 1656.40 1654.40 
X 4764.30 3579.30 14806.00 
S = 
x^  1528 1.00 11495.00 40218.00 123420.00 
x^  2522.10 1524.70 9491.10 23411.00 7325.00 
X 4653.40 2596.60 13389.00 37556.00 9764.40 25381.00 
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The variance c o v a r i a n c e m a t r i x C = ( c . . ) of ( y „ , x , , x „ , 
x „ , x . ) d e f i n e d a s 
N X . . _ X , . 
^ i k = . ^ / j ^ N P . " ^ i ^ ^ N P . " ^ k ^ ' i . k = 0 , 1 , 4 . 
N 
where '0' stands for y„ and P .= z., , Z = Z z., z. > 0 V., 
2 J j/z .^^ J J J 
is given by. 
1 X2 
C = X, 
1622.02 
722.55 840.02 
1508.27 1312.60 5831.95 
5651.41 4563.30 15171.28 50448.55 
443.52 261.87 3082.58 6094.24 2585.20 
The multiple correlation coefficient between y„ and 
: is given by, 
X, X — I , . . . , J 
P = Po.12345 = °-^ 2 
The variance of 9 for two weighting systems, uniform weights 
(Uw) and optimum weights (Ow) are given in table 4.3.1 and 
the values of X are given in table 4.3.2, whereas the optimum 
variances V (d) are given in table 4.3.3. The percent 
relative efficiency (PRE) of T^, T^, T^, T , Tg and T„ over 
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corresponding strategies based on complete matching or complete 
replacement are given in table 4.3.A. 
Table 4.3.1: Values of 9 for strategies 
1 8 10 
Uw 0.62 0.65 2.11 0.44 0.47 1.07 0.31 0.33 2.42 
Ow 0.53 0.53 1.40 0.37 0.37 0.71 0.27 0.27 1.78 
Table 4.3.2: Values of matched proportion A for various 
strategies 
1 8 
Uw 0.44 0.45 0.40 0.41 0.25 0.24 
Ow 0.42 0.42 0.38 0.38 0.25 0.25 
Table 4.3.3: Optimum variance of the strategies 
1 8 
Uw 1449.60 1464.87 2650.73 2686.18 2663.94 2698.59 
Ow 1401.43 1401.43 2563.00 2563.00 2589.66 2589.66 
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Table 4.3.4: The Percent Relative Efficiency of Partial over 
Complete Matching or Complete Replacement 
^1 ^2 ^4 ^5 ^8 ^9 
0. 2 
0.25 
0 . 3 
0 .35 
Uw 1 0 8 . 9 1 0 7 . 8 1 1 6 . 4 1 1 4 . 7 1 1 9 . 0 1 1 7 . 7 
Qw 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 2 . 0 1 2 0 . 5 1 2 0 . 3 1 2 2 . 5 1 2 2 . 5 
Uw 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 8 . 9 1 1 8 . 3 1 1 6 . 5 1 1 9 . 4 1 1 8 . 1 
Ow 1 1 3 . 6 1 1 3 . 5 1 2 2 . 5 1 2 2 . 4 1 2 3 . 0 1 2 3 . 0 
Uw 1 1 1 . 0 1 0 9 . 8 1 1 9 . 5 1 1 7 . 7 1 1 8 . 9 1 1 7 . 6 
Ow 1 1 4 . 7 1 1 4 . 6 1 2 3 . 8 1 2 3 . 6 1 2 2 . 7 1 2 2 . 6 
Uw 1 1 1 . 7 1 1 0 . 4 1 2 0 . 2 1 1 8 . 4 1 1 7 . 8 1 1 6 . 5 
Ow 1 1 5 . 3 1 1 5 . 3 1 2 4 . 4 1 2 4 . 2 " 1 2 1 . 4 1 2 1 . 4 
Uw 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 0 . 7 1 2 0 . 4 1 1 8 . 7 1 1 6 . 1 1 1 4 . 8 
Ow 1 1 5 . 7 1 1 5 . 6 1 2 4 . 4 1 2 4 . 3 1 1 9 . 7 1 1 9 . 6 
Uw 1 1 2 . 1 1 1 0 . 8 1 2 0 . 2 1 1 8 . 5 1 1 4 . 1 1 1 2 . 7 
Ow 1 1 5 . 6 1 1 5 . 6 1 2 4 . 0 1 2 3 . 8 1 1 7 . 5 1 1 7 . 4 
Uw 1 1 2 . 0 1 1 0 . 7 1 1 9 . 6 1 1 8 . 1 1 1 1 . 5 1 1 0 . 2 
Ow 1 1 5 . 3 1 1 5 . 3 1 2 3 . 1 1 2 3 . 1 1 1 4 . 9 1 1 4 . 9 
Uw 1 1 2 . 1 1 1 0 . 8 1 2 0 . 4 1 1 8 . 7 1 1 9 . 4 1 1 8 . 1 
Optimum 
Ow 1 1 5 . 7 1 1 5 . 6 1 2 4 . 5 1 2 4 . 3 1 2 3 . 0 1 2 3 . 0 
0. 4 
0 .45 
0 . 5 
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The results for sampling strategy T^ based on the 
estimator defined by Sen (1973) are given as. 
e = 0.32 , X = 0.36 
^o 
n V (d^) = 2495.13 
o 7 
The percent relative efficiency (PRE) of T^ based on partial 
matching over corresponding scheme of complete matching or 
complete replacement are given in Table 4.3.5. 
Table 4.3,5: PRE of T, with partial matching over complete 
matching or repl. 
A 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 Optimum 
PRE 123.86 126.02 127.25 127.72 127.57 126.88 125.76 127.74 
The percent relative efficiency (PRE) of T, over T„, 
T,, T^, T , TQ and TQ for uniform and optimum weighting 
systems are given as in Table 4.3.6. 
Table 4.3.6 
^2 T, T, T^ T^ T^ 
Uw 101.05 182.86 185.30 172.12 183.77 186.16 
Ow 100.00 182.88 182.88 178.04 184.79 184.79 
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V (T.) 
where PRE (T /T.) = y°rr^^ ^ 1°° 
i 1 \ ^ ^ l ) 
for 1=2,4,5,7,8 and 9, 
From the Table 4.3.4 we observe that the loss in effi-
ciency of a strategy with uniform weighting system is not 
very appreciable compared to the use of optimum weighting 
system and there is always the gain of partial matching 
(whether weighting system is optimum or uniform) over complete 
matching or complete replacement. Thus in practice one may 
use the strategies T,, T^, T,, T^, Tg and T^ with uniform 
weighting system and partial matching. We note that for 
strategy T if X is such that 0.35 <. A <. 0.50, then the 
gain is very close to that by using optimum matching. The 
same is true for the strategies T„, T, and T_ as well. However 
for the strategies T^ and Tg the values of 0.2 ± X ± 0.3 
are more suitable. Thus in practice without much loss in 
precision in estimation we need not bother for using optimum 
weights or optimum matched proportion for the strategies T,, 
T„, T, and T^ .. We may retain 35 to 50 percent of the units 
on the second occasion from the first sample and select the 
remaining units afresh. However for the strategies TQ and 
o 
Tg we should retain 20 to 30 percent of units from first 
occasion sample at the second occasion and draw the remaining 
units afresh. 
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From the Table 4.3.5, we observe that for using the 
strategy T^ we should retain in practice 30 to 40 percent 
of the units for the sample s(2ra) on the second occasion 
from the sample s(l) of first occasion and select the 
remaining units afresh. 
From the Table 4.3.6, we observe that the strategies 
T, and T„ based on weighted ratio and regression estimators 
respectively and PPS sampling are superior to the strategies 
T,, T-, T^, To and T„. Thus for the type of populations under 
consideration in practice we may confine our selves either to 
sampling strategy T, or T„ for estimation of mean ¥„ on 
the second occasion. 
CHAPTER V 
USE OF MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION THRODGH DOUBLE 
SAMPLING DESIGN IN ESTIMATING POPULATION RATIO 
5.1. Introduction 
In sample surveys we frequently need to estimate the 
ratio of population means (or totals) of two characters y 
and X . The estimates of the number of bullocks per land 
o 
holding in a rural block, the ratio of total irrigated land 
to cultivable land, the number of milch cows per house hold 
in a district or the apple yield per acre, yield per fruit 
bearing tree or yield per tree in an apple production survey 
could be some of the examples. 
The problem of estimating a finite population ratio 
Y Y ^ _ ^ _ 
(R = - = - where Y = E Y. = NY and X = 2 X .= NX ) of 
X X i=l ^ ° i=l °J ° 
o -J 
the means (or totals) of two principal variables y and x 
for a finite population of N Units in the situation where 
mean of an auxiliary variable is known, has been considered 
among others, by Singh (1965, 1967b, 1969a, 1969b) and 
Tripathl (1970, 1980). 
However, in many practical situations there may be a 
bunch of variables x^.x x related to both y and x 
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In this chapter we consider the problem of estimating R in 
the situations where the information on the auxiliary variables 
x,,x„,...,x is not readily available but may be made 
available by diverting towards it a part of the resources 
allocated for the sample survey. First we develop a general 
theory for any sampling design and then we employ this theory 
to derive results fur some particular sampling schemes. 
5.2. Results for General Sampling Design 
Let a population consist of N Units and Y, ^Q»^i'-''^p 
denote the population means of characters y, x , Xj,...,x 
respectively. In case the population ratio R = Y/X^ is to 
be estimated in the absence of knowledge of X,, X^.-.-.X , 
the following procedure may be adopted. 
Let a sample s(l) be drawn using some suitable sampling 
procedure and the auxiliary characters x,,x„,...,x be 
1 z p 
observed. Let X..,. be an unbiased estimator of X.= NX., 
1(1) 1 1 ' 
the population total of X., based on s(l). let a second 
sample s(2) be drawn according to some suitable sampling 
scheme and the principal characters y and x be observed. 
It may be noted that s(2) may be either a subsample of s(l) 
or may be drawn independently in which case the auxiliary 
characters x ,x x are observed as well. 
1 / p 
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Let Y,^., X ,„, and X.,„. be unbiased estimators (2) o(2) 1(2) 
of population totals Y = NY, X^= NX^ and X^ respectively 
based on s(2). Then we define a generalized multivariate 
ratio estimator for the population ratio R = Y/X^ = ^/^o ^^ 
R 
where 
i = l ^  
°'i = ^(2)- \ (^i(2)" ^i(l)^ 
°'i = ^o(2)"\ (^i(2)" ^i(T)^ 
(5.2.1) 
are the difference estimators of Y and X respectively 
o *^  
based on the auxiliary variables x.;X.'s being the suitably 
chosen constants and W.'s the non-stochastic weights such 
that 
T W 
i = l 
(j) 
= 1, j = 1.2, 
We discuss the case in which the second-phase sample s(2) is 
a subsample of the first phase sample s(l). To derive the 
results we assume that 
^2^^1(2)^ = ^i(l)' "^"^  ^^^ ^ = ^ ' 
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where E^ stands for conditional expectation, given s(l). 
We will denote by V„(.) and C«(.) the conditional Variance 
and Covariance and by E,,V.(.). C,(.) the unconditional 
expectation, variance and covariance respectively. For large 
sample size designs bias and M.S.E. of R is obtained as 
B(I) = ^ [R I I w(2)wk(2)bik - I I w(l)wk^ 2)^ ,^j ^ [Rw^ )^ •B,(2)_,(1)'^(2) ^  
X^ i=l k=li i=lk=l^ X^  
o o 
... (5.2.2a) 
X^ i=l k=I I* ^ ^^  i.I k.l ^ ^ "^^  l-I k=l ^  I" ''' 
o 
1 f,(l)'A,(l)_ 2RW^1)'DW^2)^ R V 2 ) V 2 ) ] (5.2.2) 
X^  
o 
where A = (a., ) , with, ik pxp 
^ k = ^E2(Y^2)) ^ EjV2(Y^2))-4'^ EjS(^2)'^i(2)> 
- \ ^l'^2^^(2)'^k(2)^ + ^i \ ^1^2^^i(2)'^k(2)^ 
... (5.2.3) 
^ = ^^k^xp' i^'^ h, 
^ k = ^^^(X^) . E^V^(X^) - X^) E^C2(X^. X.^2)) 
-^k'^ ^lS^^o>^k(2)) - ^i'^ ^k'^ ElS(^i(2)' \(2)>' 
. . . (5.2.4) 
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and D = (d.,) , with, 
^ ik pxp 
- \ ^1^2^^o(2)*^i(2)^'\ ^1^2^^(2)' ^k(2)^ 
+X^ \ ^1^2^^i(2)' ^k(2)^ (5.2.5) 
We now search for optimum choices of A's and W's. 
For p=l, (when information on only one character say 
X. is used), we obtain from (5.2.2) as a particular case the 
results obtained earlier by Tripathl (1970), as 
M (R*) = ^ [V(Y(2)- 2R C(Y(2)' ^o(2)^+'^^^^^o(2)^ 
. (X(l)- RX^)) E^V2(X.(2)) 
2 ( A ( 1 ) - RXp)) {EjC2(Y^2)' ^i(2)) 
- RiEiC2(X^^2)- ^i(2))^J (5.2.6) 
The optimization equation for minimizing (5.2.6) is given by 
4'^- «^ oi^  = ^(^2)' ^i(2)) - ^^^h(2)' h(2)^ 5^.2.7) 
and a particular solution of (5.2.7) i; 
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,(1) 
oi 
^(2) 
oi 
^1^2^^i(2)^ 
^l'^2'^^o(2)'^i(2)^ 
^1^2^^i(2)^ 
^ ( ^ 2 ) ' ^1(2)) 
^^-^o(2)'^i(2)^ 
(5.2.8) 
(1) One may in particular take the above choices of A . 
J t^ 01 
r 2 ) * 
and \ . for each i=l,...,p in the estimator R in which 
01 
case M(R) is again given by(5^.2), with, 
^ k = ^E2(Y(2)) + n-p'Y(2). X,(2)-P'Y(2)' \(2) 
.PY(2)'^i(2)P^2)'^k(2)P^i(2)'^k(2)] ^1^2(^2)) (^.2.9) 
b.^ - ViE2(X^^2) + tl-P ^0(2)' ^i(2)" '^^o(2)' ^k(2) 
•*"^^o(2)'^i(2)^^o(2)'^k(2)^^i(2)'^k(2)^ ^1^2^^o(2)^ 
.. (5.2.10) 
^ik = C^(E2(Y(2). E2Xo(2)) "^  ^ ^ ^ 2 ) ' ^o(2) 
P^(2)'^i(2)P^i(2)'^o(2) P^(2)'^k(2)^^k(2)' ^o(2) 
+pY^2)'^i(2)P^i(2)''^k(2)P^k(2)'^o(2)^ x 
/ETTIT^. /ETVYT^ ( 5 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
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where 
PX..^,,X 
^1^2^^i(2)'^kC2)^ 
i(2)' k(2) J-p y (Y 7/F V Y (5.2.12) 
Let us define W^^^ X^.^K T^^^ and W^ :^^  X^.^K T^^) (5.2.13) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
^(1) , ( T O ) 
. T^"') 
^(2) ^ ^^(2) 
» • • . < ^ ' ' ) 
^i(y)~ ^1^2^^(2)'^i(2)^ 
Q(y) - ^^i(y) • Vy)^'' 
^(x) = ^^k^' i.k = l.....p 
^ik " ^1^2*^^i(2)'^k(2)^ 
^i(x^) ~ ^1^2^^o(2)'^i(2)^' 
(x ) = (Qw X , . . . ,Q . .) o' '^l(x^)' •^p(x^)' 
We now search for optimum choices of T and T for 
arbitrary weights W.'s. 
(2) Let R = -^—— » then for large sample size designs 
o(2) 
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M(R) = X;2[V(Y(2)-2R C( Y^ 2) ' ^ o( 2) ^ ^^^^^'^oC 2) ^  ^  
and we get, from (5.2.2), after some algebraic simplifications, 
M(R*) = 1- [M(R)x2 + (T^^)-RT^2^ )' S(T^^^- RT^^^ 
_2(^(1)_ RT^^)^, (Q^^^- RQ^^ ^)] (5.2.14) 
The optimization equation is obtained as. 
^(x)(T^'^- ^T^'^> - \ y ) - ^^U) (5.2.15) 
yielding a set of particular solutions as, 
o (x)'^(y)' o (x) ^(x^) (5.2.16) 
The resulting optimum mean square error of the ratio estimator 
R* is obtained from (5.2.14) and (5.2.16) as 
M„(R5 =^2 tXo^(«^)-^Q(y)-'^Q(x ))' ^ "'(Q(y)-'^^(x ) ^ ^  ^5-2.17) 
In practice the optimum choices in (5.2.16) will not be 
available. The estimated values of T,, .0, . , Z, .0, , may 
(x)"'(y) (x)^(x^) ^ 
be used to obtain the estimated choices of T ^ ^ -"'^  T ( 2 ) 
o 
and T' 
It may bo shown that if both of the first phase and the second 
phase samples are simple random samples, then T^^^ turns out 
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to be the vector of partial regression coefficients of y on 
(x,,x„,...,x ) =2i 3"d T (2) turns out to be that of x on x, 
o — 
We will now discuss the application of the above general 
results to some particular sampling schemes. 
5.3. PPS WR At First Phase and SRS WOR At Second Phase 
To estimate the population ratio R = Y/X in the absence 
of knowledge of X,, X„,...,X , we consider a particular 
sampling scheme as below. 
A sample s(l) of size n is drawn as a first phase 
sample from the population of size N, with probabilities 
N 
„ _ /r, / • 1 »T^  V P-= 1. with replacement based on P.,P.= z./Z, (j = l N), Z J 
J J J j = l 
the character z, and the auxiliary characters (x,,x„,...,x ) 
are observed, yielding the observations (x, .,x„.,...,x . ) , 
Ij 2j' pj"' 
(j=l n). Further a sub sample s(2) of size m is drawn 
from s(l) with simple random sampling without replacement 
and the principal characters y and x are observed, yielding 
the observations {y.,x .}, (j=l,...,m). 
Based on s(l) an unbiased estimator of the population 
total X. is given by 
Z z . 
j = l -^  
(5.3.1) 
: 9A 
Based on s(2), the unbiased estimators of population totals 
X., Y and X are defined by 
1 0 ' 
ra 
x . , „ , = - J: X. . / P . 
i(2) ra ij J 
1 
Y,„, = - Z y ./P. (2) m j_i J J (5.3.2) 
and X ,„,= - Z X ./P. 
o(2) ra ^j oj J 
It may be shown that \.,^. is conditionally (given s(l)) 
unbiased for X..,v. The estimator is again defined by (5.2.1) 
The results of the following lemma raay be obtained as in 
Tripathl (1976) and are used to derive the raain results for 
this scheme . 
Lemma 5.3.LFor the above composite sampling scheme (PPS WR, 
SRS WOR) with s(2) as a sub saraple of s(l), we have, 
(i) EX.^2) = hh(l) = h'^\2) - Y ^"^ EX^(2) = ^o 
n X. . X, . 
in (ii) C2(X X ) = (^  - ^) Z ( ^ -Xi(i))(p^ -X )/(n-l) 
J = l J J 
1 1 
(iii) o.^ = E^C2(X.(2)'^lc(2)) = ^ ^ - ^ ) C(x..x^) 
Q / N = (- - -) C(y.x.); Q., . = (i - i) C(x ,x.) i(y) m n ^^' i^ ' ^i(x ) r^a n'^  ^ o i 
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(i^> ^ ^ ^ 1 ) ) = i'^'^ 
where Y ( l ) = E^CY^^)) = ^ j f / j / ' j 
1 1 n X . . 
(^) 2^(^ i(2)> = ^ i-V ^'J?f - i^(l)^  /^ "-^ ^ 
(vi) E^V^CX.^^)) = (^-i)V(Xi) 
(vii) E^C2(X^.X.(2)) = C^--^) C(x^,x.). 
N X. 
Whe re C(x X ) = L ? Xj^ - X^)(p^ - X^).(i,k = l,...,p) 
V{(x^) = C(x^,x^) 
we 
Now using the results of Section 5.2 and the lemma 5.3.1, 
obtain M(R; as given in (5.2.2), where 
A = (a-i)r^„„» R = (b-i) and D = (d.,)pxp, with, ik'pxp '^  ik pxp ik '^  '^  
'ik = ^  '^y^'^i - b t^^y) - 4'^ C(y.x.) - A^l) C(y,x,) 
. A^l) A^l) C(x., x^)] (5.3.3) 
I., = - V(x ) + (- - -) [V(x ) - X^^^ C(x^,x,) ik n o m n •• o i ^ o i 
- A(2) C(X„,X„). XP) XP' 
o' k' i C(x^,x^)] (5.3.4) 
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and 
^ik = ^C(y,x^) -H C^-^) [C(y,x^) - A(1) C(X^.X.) 
- A^2) c(y,,^) , xO) AC2) C ( X . , X , ) ] (5.3.5) 
Noting that 
C(x^,x^) 
, m X. . X, . 
^i^ .^/P. "^i(2)^^P. "^k(2)^ (5.3.6) 
is an unbiased estimator of C(x.,x,). The large sample 
approximation to the mean square error M(R*) may be easily 
estimated unbiasedly. 
For large samples the MSE of the customary estimator 
m m 
would be given by 
M(R) = ^ [V(y) - 2RC(y,x^) + R^V(x^)] 
Now for p=l (when information on only character x. 
is used), the mean square error of the ratio estimator R* 
is obtained as 
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MCR"^  = ^  [M(R) X^  + (X?^)- RA^ 2^ )2 (i - 1) v(x.) 
o 
- 2(A(1)- RAP^)(i - i) {C(y.x,)-RC(x^,xJ}] (5.3.7) 
m n o 1 
The optimization equation for minimizing (5.3.7) is obtained 
as (5.2.7), yielding a particular solution 
, ( 1 ) c ^ y - ^ ) 
oi " V(x.) 
A(2) 
01 
C(x ,x.) 
^ O 1 
V(x^) 
6(y,x^) 
= 6(x ,x.) 
^ O 1 
(5.3.8) 
By putting this solution in (5.2.1) we again obtain M(R; as 
in (5.2.2), where, A = (a.,) , B = (b.,) and D = (d.,) with 
i k p ^ i k pxp i k pxp 
a . . = - V ( y ) + ( i - - ) [ l - p ^ - p ^ +p p p ] V(y ) 
i k n 'm n y , x ^ y,Xj^ y . x ^ y , x,^  ^ i ' ' ' k 
. . . ( 5 . 3 . 9 ) 
b . , = - V(x ) + ( - - ^ ) [ l - p ^ - p +p p p ]V(x ) i k n ' o^ ^m n^"- "^ x , x . "^ x , x, "^ x , x . x , x , x . , x , •" ^ o^ 
o i o k o i o k i k 
. . . ( 5 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
and 
d,.. = ^ C ( y , x ^ ) + ( ^ - h[p., „ -P.. .. P i k n ' ' o ' "m n ' " ' y , x ' y , x . ' " x , x . ' x . x ' y . x P P i '^o'^^i '^o'^k ^ "^k 
+P P P ] / V ( x ) / V ( y ) y , x . x , x , x . , x , ^ o ^ ^  '' 
' 1 o k 1 k 
( 5 . 3 . 11) 
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where 
C(x^,x^) 
X . , X 
(5.3.12) 
i'^k /V(x.) /V(x^) 
The optimization equation (5.2.15) yields a set of 
particular solutions for the scheme under discussion, as 
o^ - ^(x) ^(y)' 'o ^(x) ^(x^) (5.3. 13) 
and the resulting mean square error is obtained as 
M^(R^ = ^  fMC^) ^o - (i - i)^Q(y)-'^Q(x^)^'^"'(Q(y)-'^Q(x^)^J 
o 
... (5.3.U) 
5.4. Estimation of Population Ratio Using PPS WR at 
Second Phase 
To estimate the population ratio R = Y/X , in the 
o 
absence of the information on X,, X„,...,X , and the selection 
1 2 P 
variable z, we consider the following sampling scheme. 
A sample s(l) of size n is drawn with equal 
probabilities and without replacement and the information on 
characters (z,x,,...,x ) is collected, yielding the obser-
vations (z.,x. .,...,x .}, (j=l,...,n). Further based on the 
^ J Ij PJ^ 
information of selection variable z, a sample s(2) of size 
n 
m is drawn from s(l) with probabilities p.=z./ J z.,(j=l,..,n) 
J J j=i J 
and with replacement and the information on the principal 
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characters y and x and the auxiliary characters 
•^  o 
(x-,...,x ) is obtained yielding the observations 
{ y . , X ., X .X .} , Cj = l , . . . , m ) . 
Now based on s ( l ) , an unbiased estimator of X. is 
defined by 
X. ,, . = NX. i(l) 1 (5.4.1) 
where 
1 " 
X. = — ^ X. . is the s(l) - mean of x. 1 n . , ij 1 
1 = 1 -^ 
The unbiased estimators of Y, X and X. are given by 
N m Y.„, = ^^ Z y ./p . (2) nra ^j-'j t'j 
N m 
V /• i \ - Z x . / p . 
X ( 2 ) nm - l O j j 
o j = l -" -^  
(5.4.2) 
N X . ^ „V = — Z X. ./p . i(2) nm ij *^ j 
respectively. 
Based on the above estimators, the estimator for 
population ratio R is defined by(5.2.1). It may be shown that 
^2^i(2) ~ ^i(l) 
The results of the following Lemma are easily obtained 
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for the above scheme on the lines of Trlpathi (1970, 1976) 
Lemma 5.4.1. 
(i) C2(X^^2)'^k(2)^ 
,2 n X. . 
ran j=l J J ^ ^ J 
(ii) o.^ = h'^2^h(2)'\(2)^ = f ! ^ C(x..x,). 
Qi(y)= ^ f i r i i c^^'^) -' Qi(x ) = ^??HT^ ^^%'^> 
(iii) Vj(Y^j^) = N2(i - 1) s2, where Y^^^ = E^Y^^^ = Ny, 
2 n X. 
(iv) V,(X^^,)) _-l-^ _Z^P.(^_X^^^^)^ 
(^ ) ^1^2(^i(2)) = ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 
(vi) E^C2(X^^2)'^(2)^ = n(N-l)m ^(''k'^^ 
N 
where S^ = -rrr ^ (y --Y)^ y N-1 . J ^J• 
V(x.) = C(x. ,x. ) . 
Now the results of Section 5.2, and the above lemma 
yield the expression for M(R) as (5.2.2), where. 
A = (a.,) , B = (b.,) and D = (d.,) , with, 
^ ik pxp ik pxp ik pxp 
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= N2(i - ^) S^ + ("-^ i'; [V(y) - Xfl) C(y,x.) ik ^n N y n(N-l)m *• ^ i -^  i 
•^k^^ C(y.x^) + A^^^ Xl^^ C(x.,x^)] (5.4.2) 
b., = N' ik 
(i - i) S^ + ^ ^ ^ ^ [V(x ) + A^2) c(x ,x.) 
^n N X n(N-l)m ^ ^ o' i ^ o' i^ 
-xi^^ C(x^,x, ) + A,^2^ A [ 2 ^ C ( X . . X . ) ] 
'o' k'" 1 k i'^k 
(5.4.3) 
d-u = N ^ - - -^ ) S + ^""^i!' [C(y.x^)-A^^^ C(x^.x.) ik ^n N yx n(N-l)m •  -^  o' i ^ o i 
-X^2) c(y,Xj^) + X^^^ X^2) c(x.,x^)] (5.4.4) 
It may be proved that 
C*(x. ,x. ) = N(N-l) 
m x . . 
2 (•'' i' k' ~ n(n-l)(m-l) . ,'p . 
J = l J 
_ £ X U - ^ - - X ) 
N ^ i ( 2 ) ^ % . N ^k(2)^ 
and 
1 
s*yx = - , ,. 
^ o m(n-1) . 1 
m y .X 1 ra y .X . 
r y .1 Q.I 
n(n-l)ra(m-l) ^ . . 2 
J = l P, 
- ( Z 
m y . rax. 
^ ) ( S - ^ 
j=l Pj j=l Pj 
)] (5.4.5) 
are unbiased for C(x.,x, ) and S respectively. An 
^ 1 k yx 
unbiased estimator of M(R) for large samples may easily be 
given by using the results (5.4.5). 
Now for p=I (when information on only character x. 
is used), 
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M(/) = VvCy)-2RC(y.x^).R2v(x^).(A^l)-RA(2))2 l £ ^ v(x.) 
-2(X^^^-RXp)) ^ f ^ ^ {C(y,x.)-RC(x^.x.)}] (5.4.6) 
The optimization equation for minimizing (5.4.6) is given by 
(5.2.7) and it is interesting to note that it yields a parti-
cular solution as (5.3.8) again for the two-phase scheme 
(SRS WOR, PPS WR) of this section as well. 
The choices of ^?.P and xfj) ^^ ( .3.8) for each 
oi oi 
i=l,...,p in the estimator R results in the expression 
(5.2.2), where A = (a.,) , B = (b.,) and D = (d.,) ,with, 
^ ' ik pxp ik pxp ik pxp 
.1 _ 1) s2 ^ (n-l)N 
ik n^ N y n(N-l)m "- ^y,x. ^y,x, 
1 iC 
+ P P P ] V(y) 
^y,x^ ^y.Xj^ ^x^.Xj^J (5.4.7) 
, „2,1 K ^2 ^ (n-l)N ri 
^ k = ^ n^ - N^ S^ + n(N-l)m ^^'Px .x.'Px . 
o' i o' k 
+ P P P ] V(x ) 
^x , X . ^ x , X, ^x . , x, ^  ^ 0 0 1 o k 1 k 
(5.4.8) 
and 
d., = N ik 
2 A 1 ri - i^ q . (n-l)N . 
'•n N'' ^ yx n(N-l)m ^Py.x Py.x. Px ,x. 1 O 1 
P„ V + P-x ,x, y,x, ^x , x, ""^ y.x. ^x.,x, 
o k •''k o k • ' i i k 
P„ . Pv V J ^ V^%) ^V(y) (5.4.9) 
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where p 
C(x . , X, ) 
1 k 
^i'^k /V(x.) /V(x, ) 1 ^ k 
Further, the optimum choices of weight vectors T 
,(2) 
(1) 
and T may also be obtained from the general results of 
Section 5.2 and the Lemma 5.4.1. 
It may be remarked that the general results of Section 5.2 
may be used to derive results for other two phase schemes as 
well. 
CHAPTER i/I 
USE OF MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION THROUGH TWO STAGE 
STRATIFIED PPS SAMPLING IN ESTIMATING 
POPULATION RATIO 
6.1. Introduction 
The estimates of population ratio of means (or totals) 
are most frequently needed in sample surveys. It is often 
of much interest to know the ratio of two characters. The 
ratio could be of total land leased out to total land 
possessed, total irrigated land to total cultivable land in 
a particular period or in different periods of time. In apple 
orchard surveys, for example, one may be interested to know 
the yeild per acre, yield per fruit bearing tree or per tree 
etc. 
The use of auxiliary information in formulating ratio 
estimators is well known in literature. Cochran (1940) and 
Lahlri (1951), among others, considered the estimation of 
ratio in univariate case, while Olkln (1958), Raj (1965a) 
utilized the multivariate auxiliary information in constructing 
a multivariate ratio estimator. DesraJ (1954a) considered the 
variance and unbiased variance estimator of the ratio estimators 
in case of a multi stage design where the sample at the first 
stage is selected through PPS. Sukhatame (1954), Singh and 
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Singh (1965b), Tripathi (1970), Tikkiwal (1964) are among 
others to consider the problem in one way or the other. 
In large scale surveys, while using two stage sampling 
design, the auxiliary information may not be readily available 
for every first stage unit in the population. The information 
on several auxiliary characters may be collected for the 
selected first stage units and then used for stratifying the 
second stage units and in constructing the suitable estimators 
leading to increased precision of the estimator. 
In this chapter, such a situation has been considered. 
6.2. A General Method of Estimating Population Ratio 
in two Stage Designs. 
To estimate the population ratio R, in the absence of 
information on auxiliary characters for every first stage unit 
(f.s.u.) and the use of information on several characters 
collected from first stage units and to construct the suitable 
estimators, we procede as follows: 
Let a sample s(l) of size n first stage units be 
drawn from a population of N units using a suitable sampling 
procedure and the observations on auxiliary characters be 
made. Let from jth selected first stage units, a sample s(2) ., 
( j=l,...,n)of second stage units be selected independently 
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I')." each first stage unit using a suitable sampling design. 
A 
Let X.,,. be an unbiased estimator of X. based on s(l) i( 1) 1 
A ^ A 
and X..„., Y,„. and X be the estimators of X., Y and 
X respectively based on s(2) = {s(2) ' ,...,s(2) }. 
We define below an estimator R for estimating the 
population ratio as, 
? (2) •(2) S w. a. 
i=l ^ 
(6.2.1) 
where S^^ = Y^^)" ^i'^ ^  ^ i ( 2) "^^ ( 1) > 
and 
°'i - %(2) ""i ^^i(2) ^i(l)'' 
The weight vectors w^  = (w| ,w^ '^,.,.,w^ ^) and 
.(2)' ,,(2) ,,(2) ,(2) (1)' (2)' 
= Cw, ,w^ '^,...,w^ ^) are such that w^  '^  e and w 
^ 1 2 p ' 
are unity where e'= (1,1,.. .,1) , is a unit vector. t^ 
( 2) 
and t. s are suitably chosen statistics. 
1 ^ 
By introducing the statistics t. and t. in the 
J a 1 1 
definition of R , the class becomes quite wide and several 
interesting estimators may be identified as particular members 
of the class defined in (6.2.1). 
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** 
To study the general properties of the class R in 
(6.2.1), we assume that the statistics t. and t. for 
1 1 
all i = l,...,p are such that 
(i) 1 1 i 
EJ2) ^ ,(2) ^ ,(2) 
where e. and e. are negligible for large samples 
»* (ii) The contribution, to the MSE of R , of the third 
and higher order central product moments of 
^ ^ 2 ) ' ^o(2)' ^i(2)' ^ D ' ^i'^' ^ i'^) i^ negligible 
for large samples. 
Let us write 
1 1 1 ( 2 ) i ( l ) i 1 
1 1 i(2) 1 ( 1 ) 1 1 
where a^^^ = Y^^) " ^['^(^(2) " ^1(1)^ 
Q'i = ^o(2)~ \ ^^^1(2) " ^i(l)^ 
Now to our order of approximation the bias and mean 
** 
square error of the estimator in R may be given by the 
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expressions in Chapter 5. In fact all results of Section 5.2 
are applicable in this case also for large samples. 
We now discuss two proposed sampling schemes D, and 
D^ and their estimation procedures using two stage stratified 
sampling. 
6.3. Proposed Sampling Scheme D, . 
To estimate the population ratio R using stratified 
multistage PPS sampling and multivariate information, we 
consider sampling scheme D, as given below: 
A sample s(l) of n first stage units (fsu) from a 
population U of N first stage units (fsus), the jth 
f.s.u. containing M. second stage units, is selected using 
simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR). The 
characters z,x. ,x„ , .. .,x are observed over s(l) yielding 
the observations {z. ,x.. }, j = 1 n; r = 1,...,M.; 
jr' ijr ' -^  J 
i = I p. Now each of the jth fsu is stratified into 
L. strata , the number of the second stage units (ssu's) 
J T • 
J in hth stratum being, say M., , such that E M ., = M. ; 
Jh j^ j^ Jh J 
j = 1 , . . .,n . 
Further, m •• ssu's are selected from M ., ssu's jh jh 
contained in hth stratum using PPSWR with probabilities of 
selection as 
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z . ihr_ 
jhr M jh 
with E p., = 1, r = 1,...,M.. 
r=l -" -^  
Z z ., 
r=l -• 
and principal characters y and x are observed yielding 
the observations fy., ,x ., ,x.., }; r = l,...,m.,; h=l,...,L.; 
^jhr ojhr ijhr^ ' ' jh j 
Let Y , = Z y j^^, j = 1, . . . ,n; h = 1, . . . ,L be the 
total of y in hth stratum of jth selected fsu. Let Y ., be 
the estimator of Y ., based on ppz sample of size m ., from 
hth stratum of jth f.s.u. given as, 
m 
Y .,.= 1 l^ Lihr 
2 T^— ; p.. 
jhr 
jh m., iP.. '*^jhr M 
-* ]h r = l jhr -^ jh 
Z z 
r = l jhr 
M jh 
where E(Y.,/. ,iv) = Y ., = Z y ., • We also note that jh h.sCD jh ^^^ ^jhr 
L . 
A J A J 
Y .= Z Y ., is an unbiased estimator of Y .= Z Y ., with 
J h_i jh J u-^ Jh =l
L 
z" 
h=l 
E(Y .) = Y, 
J 
Similarly, we have 
Ml . , 
1 jh X . ., 1 •' 1 ihr 
— z ~ir— 
hr 
ijh mj^ r=l Pj 
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M jh 
where E(X. ., ,, X , N ) = X. ., = E x. ., and ijh/h,s(l)^ ijh ^^j ijhr 
•^  h=l -• h=l jh r = l jhr 
L . M.. 
J jh 
Also, let X. .= 2 T. X. ., be the total of the 
•^ h = l r = l -^  
auxiliary character x.; i = l,...,p for jth selected fsu. 
An unbiased estimator of population total X. based on s(l) 
is given by, 
X.,,.= - Z X. .= NX, 
i(l) n j^i iJ 1 
(6.3.1) 
Based on the observations on second stage samples, we can also 
define the estimators of X., Y and X as, 
1 o 
jh X, 
^(2) n .^^ ^^j m.^ ^^j p.^^ (6.3.2) 
with E(X./o^ / •) = X. .1 , = - Z X. . i(2)/j' i(l) n ij 
L . m ., 
1 y jhr N Y.„.= - Z Z 
( 2 ; n . 1 u 1 ni _• 
Z Y . 
j = l h=l '"jh r=l Pjhr " j=l J 
(6.3.3) 
^ • "1 u 
M " J 1 ih X ., ., 
and X ,-,= ^ Z Z - i - Z ^ - ^ = ^ 
o( 2) n . , , , m 
Z X . 
j = l h=l '"jh r=l Pjhr " j=l °J 
(6.3.4) 
Ill : 
We define below a generalized ratio estimator R for 
estimating population ratio R using two stage stratified 
PPS sampling and multivariate auxiliary information, as 
P 
I w^l^a^) 
** i = l 1 1 
E w(2)a(2) 
i=l 1 1 
(6.3.5) 
where a^^) = ^^ 2)-'i ' ^  (^ \( 2) " h(l)^ 
-d 4'^ = ^ o(2)-^i'^(^\(2)-^\(l)) 
The weight vectors w^ = (w^ ,...,w^ ^) and 
w^2^'= (w{2\ . . . ,w^2^) being such that w^^^'e = 1 and w^^^ e = l 
and \ and X beiiig the vectors of suitably chosen 
constants. 
** 
The bias and the mean square error of the estimator R 
may be obtained from (5.2.2a) and (5.2.2) by substituting the 
values of a., , b., and d., as following: ik ik ik " 
ik 'n N^ by n J m jh(y) i jh(y,x ) 
k jh(y ,X|^) 1 k jh(x^,X|^) (6.3.6) 
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ik n 
I . 
1 2 N " J 
o j=l h=l jh m., -jhCx) 1 ihfx.x.) 
-Af2)a 
k jh(x^,x,J i k "jhCx-.x.) (6.3.7) 
o' k i' k-
d. = N2(i - i)S^, ,+ ^ Z_J_fa.,, ^-Af^^a.^, ik 'n N^ b(y,x ) n . ,m., '• ih(y,x ) i jh(x ,x.) 
^ o j = l jh -^  -^  o -^  ^  o 1 
k jh(y,x^) 1 k jh(x^,Xj^)' (6.3.8) 
where the terms and notations used are defined in the lemma 
6.3.1 and the results that follow it. 
Lemma 6.3.1. For the above sampling scheme, given that 
L . L . m 
A M " ^ '^ J^ J l ^ i ihr 
X.,„,= - Z X. . and X. .= Z X...= Z -i- E " T ^ . 
IV^) n • 1 11 1 1 . 1 IJ" u 1 ^ -u 1 P-:v,v-
j = l -" -^  h=l -^  h=l jh r=l jhr 
we have 
^2^'^i(2)'^k(2)^ 
,2 n M 
I Z 
jh X 
2 (- i jhr 
n^ j=l h=l ""jh r = r ^jhr -^  jhr -^  
(6.3.9) 
Proof. We know C2(X.^2)'^k(2)^=^2^^i(2)"^i(1)>^^k(2)-^k(1)> 
= EJ- IX..-- Z X. .][- Z X, .- - Z X. .] 
2'" j=l J^ " j=l J^ ^ >1 l^J " j=l "^J 
1 1 3 
N li " N '^  " 
= E „ [ ^ S ( X . . - X . . ) - Z (X, . -X , . ) ] 
= - ^ [E„ S (X. .-X. .)(X, .-X. .)+E„ Z (X, .-X, .)(X, . ,-X, . , ) ] 
n2 2 j ^ j i j i j k j k j 2 ^ ^ j ' k j k j ' ^ k j ' k j ' ' ^ 
2 L. L. L. L. L. 
,2 n L . L . 
= - ^ ^ E„{ Z (X. . , - X . . . ) ( X , . . -X, . , ) + 1 (X, . . -X, .. )(X, ., ,-X, .. , ) } 
^ j ^ l 2 ^^^ i j h i j h ^ ' k jh k j h ' ^ ^ j ^ / k j h k j h ^ ' k j h ' k j h ' ^ 
X' 2 n i T 1 h X . . , X, . , 
^ z z - ^ z D.. r ^ - i ^ - X. .. ) ( - ^ ^ - i ^ - X, . J 
n j = l h = l ' " j h r = l ra., , ' i h r ^ p . , i i h p . , k j h 
-" j h r -^  j h r -^  
M2 n J 
o r c „ ( X . , „ . , X . , „ . ) = ^ Z Z - ^ a ( x . , x ) 2 1 ( 2 ) k ( 2 ) ^ 2 j ^ ^ j ^ ^ j m j ^ J h 1 k 
^ • h X X 
w h e r e a . ^ ( x . . x , ) = Z P .^ ( - ^ " - ^ -X . .. ) ( - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - X . , , ) i h 1 k , i h r p . , i j h p . , k j h 
-J r = l -^ j h r j h r ~^ 
a n d , t h e f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s f o l l o w i m m e d i a t e l y , 
( I ) V ^ E 2 ( Y ^ 2 ) ) = ^ ' ^ ' ' ^ ^ \ , 
^^^•^^ ^ 2 = ^ Z ( - J L - 1 _ Y ) ^ 
J = l 
w i t h M- = ^ Z M a n d Y = ^ 
j = l 
( 2 ) V ^ E 2 ( X ^ ( 2 ) ) = ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ b x 
lU : 
(3) C,(E,y(2).E2X^(2)) - N ' M ' ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ 
N M . M . 
where S, byxg N-1 •_! M' J ^^M' oj o' 
(4) E,V„(Y,2,) = f ^ ^ - ^ 
L. _2 
(5) E,V„(X ,„,) = ^  S Z - i ^ 
1 2 o(2) n j^j ^^j mj 
(6) E^C2(X^^2)'^kC2) 
N ^ • a N ^ j;J jh(x..x^) 
n j=l h=l ra 
N ^ J 1 
(7) E^C2(Y(2).X,(2)) = n .f^  J l ^ ^ ' j ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 
L . 
N 1 
(8) E^C2(X^^2)'^i(2)^ = n .f^  J^ ^ ^'hCx^.x.) 
N !! J 1 
(9) E,C2(Y^2)'^o(2)) = n .f^  J^ ^'jf^(y.%) 
(10) oj ry) = Z P,^^ (-1^ jh 
r=l jhr P jhr J^h>' 
(6.3.10) 
jh ^ • h ''i, -h (11) a.. , , = Z p.. (^Jili _ X. .. )(^^-^^ - X, .. ) jh(x.,x, ) , '^ jhr^  p.. ijh^ p., kjh^ 
•^  1 k r=l -^ jhr -* jhr -^  
(12) S, 1 
N 
.,-,,, Z (x. .-X. )(X, .-X, ) ik N-1 . , 1 1 I'^ki k' J = 1 -^ 
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The u n b i a s e d e s t i m a t o r s of 3 • i, • ^ • i. ^nd d . , may be 
o b t a i n e d by s u b s t i t u t i n g i n ( 6 . 3 . 6 ) , ( 6 . 3 . 7 ) and ( 6 . 3 . 8 ) t h e 
e x p r e s s i o n of u n b i a s e d e s t i m a t o r s of t h e r e s u l t s ( 6 . 3 . 1 0 ) a s 
g i v e n b e l o w : 
n M 
(1) V , E „ ( Y , „ J = N^M'^ -^-^ s^ , where sf = - ^ ^ (TTt Y •- V) 
^ '^ 1 2 ^ (2) n by by n-1 ._, M -^ j 
^ ^ ? 2 1-f 2 
(2) VjE2(X„(2)) . N^M'^ i X s i 
2 1 n M = s2 
where s, = — - T. (—J- x . - x ) bx n-1 . 1 M oj o 
o 0 3 = 1 - ^ 
y\ A A 
( 3 ) C j C E ^ y ^ j j . E ^ X ^ ^ ^ ) ) . N^M'^ i ^ s^y^^^ 
n M . M 
whe re S byx 
o J = l •" 
A A ,2 n j , 
(4) EjC2(X.(2).X^(2)) = 7 .f^ J j ^jh(x . ,x^) 
A A A ,2 n J , 
( 5 ) E ; C 2 ( y ( 2 , , X . ( j , ) = - j ^ I ^ ^Z^ " j h C y . x . ) 
A A ,2 n J . 
( 6 ) E , C , ( X ^ ( , ) , X , ( 2 ) ) - ; ; 2 j f j , f i " j h C x ^ . x . ) 
A A N 
0 L . 
2 n J 
( 7 ) E j C 2 ( Y ^ 2 ) ' ^ o ( 2 ) ^ = ^2 ^f^ ^^ f^  ° j h ( y , x ^ ) ( 6 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
[2 n J 
( 8 ) ETV (Y ) = i l - X Z a \ . . 
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A A 
2 * 
( 9 ) E^V^CX ) = ^ Z y a^ 
n j = l h = l -^  ^ o ' 
m 
1 J*" / i h r 
•J ^ •' j h r = l j h r -• - • ' - h ' 
^ 1 1 ) ^ j h ( x ^ ) = ( m . . - l ) ^ , ^ ^ T ~ - ^ o j h ^ 
•^  ^ o j h r = l j h r -^  
m ., 
^'^^^ a j h ( x . , x . ) - C m . ^ - 1 ) ^ ^ p . . ^ i j h ^ ^ p . . ^ k j h ^ 
-J ^ 1 ' k j h r = l ' ^ j h r j h r 
m ., 
-J ''-^ ' 1^ ^ j h r = l j h r -^  j n r 
( 6 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
ra ., 
Mil - 1 r .LULL 0 i/oli"- X . . ) o j h 
m ., 
1 J ^ / o i h r 0 x / i 1 h r _ ^ ^ 
(^ ^^  ^jh(x ,x.) - (m..-l) ^, ^ p.. ojh^^ p.. Sjh' 
-* ^  o 1 jh r = l jhr ^ jhr 
Now, noting from (5.2.8) that 
(1) _ ^1^2'^^(2)'^i(2)^ 
oi 
^1^2(^1(2)) 
a n d i i s i n g t h e r e s u l t s ( 6 . 3 . 1 0 ) , we g e t 
N J 1 
( 1 ) H I h = l ^ h J h ( y . x ) 
6 i N L . ) o 
Z ZJ ^ - 0 ^ . , , 
m ., j h ( x . ) 
j = l h = l J h J ^ 1^ 
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Further noting that 6., , , = 3^(y ,^P 
jh(y,x^) — 2 
°jh(x.) 
(6.3.12) 
We have 
N J 
;^ (1) 1=1 h=l J^ Jh(y.x.) 
°i " N '-j 
Z Z a.. 
j=l h=l J^ 
(6.3.13) 
N ^j f^  ^J 1 2 
"^^^^ - ^ K ^ ^ j h ^ • ^ H ^ ^ ' ' j h ( x . ) 
j=l h=l -^  j=l h=l jh -J ^ i' 
Similarly we obtain, 
N ^j 
Z Z a 6* /ON • i L . i J h i h ( x , x . ) 
.(2) _ 1 = 1 h=l -^  -* ^  o' 1 ^  
oi ~ „ L . 
E Z a .. 
j=l h=l J^ 
(6.3.14) 
* °jh(x^,xp 
where 6../ s= :^ ]h(x,x.) 2 / s 
•^  o' 1^ a..(x.) 
jh' 1^ 
(6.3.15) 
(1) (2) In case the above choices of A . and A 
oi oi 
are taken for each 
x^, i = l,...,p, using the results (6.3.10), (6.3.13) and 
(6.3.14), we get the expression for mean square error of the 
estimator R as (5.2.2), with. 
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.,2.1 K^2 N „ „-^  1 r 2 1=1 n=l i _ 
ik ^n N' by n ^^ ^^  m j^^  j h (y ) ^ h. j h ( y , x ^ ) 
E Z a 
> 1 h=l J^ 
N J 
^ S a ., 6 
_ 1=1 h=l jh jh (y ,x . ) 
N J 
Z E a . 6 ^ S a , 6 . 
N J 
> 1 h=l 
j h ( y , x ^ ) 
, H b^l ^ jh(y.x.) ^^ ^ ^ jh jh(y.x^) ^ 
jh 
N ^j 
2 E a 
> l h = l jh 
N J 
E E a 
j=lh=l 
JhCx^.x,^) 
jh 
(6 .3 .16 ) 
N J 
„2 ,1 1, 9 N ? J 1 , ^ ^^^ Jh j h ( x ^ , x ^ ) 
b . , = N ( - - - ) S . + - E E [CT, / N- '^  T ik ^n N bx n . 1 , 1 m., *• jh (x ) xr L. 
o j=l h=l jh -^  ^ o ' N J 
E E a.^ 
j = l h = l Jh 
N ^ j N Lj 
E E a . , 6 . . . . T. Z a. . 3 . , , s 
1=1 h=l Jh Jh(x^ ,x^) ^ ^ i=l h=l Jh J h ( x ^ , x . ) 
jh (x^ ,x^ ) 
N J 
E E a 
j=l h=l 
j h (x^ .x^ ) 
jh 
N J 
E E a.^ 
j = l h = l Jh 
NT L . 
E E a .. 6 .,, N 
=1 h=l Jh Jh(x^ .x^) 
N J 
E E a.i, 
j=l h=l Jh 
^jh(x^,Xj^)^ (6 .3 .17 ) 
? 1 1 M -J 1 
and d., = N^( - - ^7)3. + - E E - ^ [ a . . , . ik ^n N byx n . , . i "i u j h ( y , x ) 
•' o j = l h= l j h -J ^-'' o 
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N J 
^^1 h=i J^ JhCy.Xj) 
Z Z a.. 
j = l h = l Jh 
N J 
• 1 u 1 jn jn (x ,x, ; ]=1 h=l -* -' ^ o k 
T. E a ., 
> l h = l J^ 
N J N L. 
E Z a ., 6 ., / N Z Z-^  a B . . . x 
^ > 1 h=l J^ J h ( y . x . ) .^^ ^^^ jh jhCx^.x,^) 
N J 
Z Z a 
> 1 h=l 
L. >r L. j h ( x . , x . ) 
jh 
N J 
Z Z a., 
> 1 h=l J^ 
o., , J (6 .3 .18 ; 
Using t h e a b o v e v a l u e s of a . , , b . , and d . , , t h e e x p r e s s i o n 
X K IK IK 
of the mean square error of the generalized estimator R is 
given as 
.** N 
.(1)< 1 M(R ) = M(R)- ^ [-2 Z w^^^e, , ) 2 ^ ^ O + 
i= l k=l 1 k ( y , x . ) ( y , x . ) Z Z a 1' " ' k ' ' . " . , " , m ., i h ( x . , x , ) j = l h=l j h -J ^ 1 k ' 
-2R{ I w^^^e, . Z Z - ^ a .(2), 
.'" " i ' " (y ,x . ) .". , " - m., " ih (x , x . ) , , k (x ,x, ) 1=1 •' 1 j=l h=l jh -" ^ o 1 k=l ^ o k 
^ J ^ihCv X ) ^ ^ (\) (?) N j jh(x ,x ) 
j=l h=l m.j^ i=l k=l ^ ^ ^y^-^^^) ' ^ \ ' \ ) j= i h=] 1 "1 -u 
= 1 Jh 
A o V ..(2)r: N J jh(x^,x ) p p +R {-2 Z w '^^ ^B, X Z Z 
. , 1 (x , x j . 1 , , m^ 1=1 o' x' j=l b=l jh 
o' 1' .(2). (2), N j jh(x ,^Xj^) + Z Z J:^^w>^^Q, S, , Z Z ^^-^ } ] 
. . . . I K (x ,x.) (x ,x, ) . , , , m, 1=1 k=l ^ o' i ' ^ o' k^j=l ht=l jh 
. . . ( 6 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
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where 3( ) are defined in (6.3.12) and (6.3.15) and M(R) 
is given as, 
M(R) = N^(- - -^ )[sf -2RS. +R^S^ ] + - Z Z -i- [o^. , . 
n N "• by byx x •" n . , , , m ., •  jh(y) -
•^  •' 0 o j = l h=l jh J w / 
2Ra + R^a^ ] 
Jh(y,x^) ^^(^0^ (6.3.20) 
where R = Y (2)/X 0(2) 
Further taking X . and X .'^  in terms of correlation 
° oi oi 
coefficients, we get from (6.3.12), (6.3.13), (6.3.14) and 
(6.3.15), 
and 
oi 
JJLL 
( y . X i ' 0 
(X.) 
oi (x^.x^.) —^ ^ 
o • 1 
(6.3.21) 
where 
L . 
'(y.x.) 
_ 1^ 1 h=l ^•h ih(y,x.) 
(y) (x^) 
L . 
( X , X . ) 
^ O 1 
Z Z O ., , V 
1 , 1 m.i ih(x , x . ) ]=1 h=l jh -> '• o' 1^  
(x^) (X.) 
(6.3.22) 
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w i t h 
N 
^'^ y j = i h=i '"jh J^(y) 
L . 
a Z Z 1 ^2 ( x . ) \ / . , , , m., j h ( x ^ ) I V J = l h= l j h -^  ^ 1 ( 6 . 3 . 2 3 ) 
a 
N J 1 2 
(x ) v . " . , " , m., j h ( x ) 
o j = l h = l j h -• ^ o 
U s i n g ( 6 . 3 . 2 1 ) t o ( 6 . 3 . 2 3 ) , we g e t t h e mean s q u a r e e r r o r of 
* » R from ( 5 . 2 . 2 ) , w i t h , 
2 1 1 ? N *? ? *2 ? *2 
i k ' n N by n ' ( y ) ( y , x ^ ) ( y ) (y.Xj^) ( y ) 
* 2 
+ P , >, P , X P . A CJ. . ] . 
( y . x ^ ) ( y . X j ^ ) ( x ^ , X j ^ ) ( y ) ^ 
ik 
= ^ ' ( ^ - h^ly^ n ^ y ) f l - P ( y , x . ) - ^ ? y , x ^ ) - ^ P ( y , x . ) ^ y . x ^ ) ^ ( x . , x ^ ) ^ 
. . . ( 6 . 3 . 2 4 ) 
(6 .3 ,25) 
and d . , = ^ 2 ( 1 ik ^a hs N * * + — 0, . a fp -P/ N - b y x ^ - n ^ (y)^(x^) ^^(y .x^ ) -^ (y .x . ) ^ ( x ^ , x . ) 
^ ( y ; x , ) % ^ . x ^ ) - % . x . ) P ( x ^ . x ^ ) P ( x . . x ^ ) ^ (6.3.26) 
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6.4. Proposed Sampling Scheme D^. 
To estimate the population ratio R, when SRSWOR is used 
to select first stage and second stage units, we consider 
sampling scheme D„ as given below: 
At first stage a sample s(l) of n first stage units 
(fsus) is drawn using SRSWOR from a population U of N 
fsu's, the jth fsu containing M. second stage units. The 
characters x.,. , ^ are observed yielding the observa-
1(1=1,...,p) 
tions {x.. }, j = l,...,n; r = 1,...,M; i = l,...,p. Now 
each of the ith selected fsu is stratified into L. srata, 
•^  J 
the number of the second stage units (ssu's) in hth stratum 
being, say M ., such that 
L . 
J 
T, M., = M.; j = 1,2, ...,n. 
h=l J J 
Further, m ., ssu's are selected from M ., ssu's Jh jh 
contained in hth stratum of jth selected fsu for every 
j = 1,2 n, using SRSWOR and the principal characters y 
and X are observed yielding the observations 
^^jhr'''ojhr'''ijhr^' " = ^'^ "'jh' ^ = 1,...,!^; 
j = l,...,n; i = l,,..,p. 
^^^ ^jh = ,^ y.hr' J = l,...,n; h = 1 L. be the 
r = l •' J 
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total of y in hth stratum of jth selected fsu. 
A 
Let Y ., be the estimator of Y ., based on SRSWOR jh Jh 
sample of size ra ., from hth stratum of jth selected fsu given 
as , 
Jh m ^^^ jhr 
where E(Y., ,, / •, \) = Y ., jh/h,s(l)' jh 
I . 
A, J A 
We also note that Y .= S Y ., is an unbiased estimator 
J h=l J^ 
L . 
J 
of Y . = S Y ., with E(Y .) = Y. 
J h=l J'^  J 
Similarly, we have 
M Jh 
X. .^= —"^ I X. .. 1 ih m ., , 1 Jhr 
-• jh r = l -^ 
A 
where E(X. ., /, /i\) = X. ., ijh/h,s(l)^ ijh 
J . J M.h J^ 
and X. .= T. X. ., = I — ^ Z x. ., ij , , ijh uiii-u 1 1 jhr 
-^  h=l -• h=l jh r = l -^ 
L . M., 
J jh 
Also, let X. .= Z Z X. ., be the total of the 
1J u 1 1 1jhr 
-> h = l r = l -^  
auxiliary character x^, i = 1,2,...,p for jth selected fsu. 
An unbiased estimator of population total X. based on s(l) 
is given as 
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X.,,,= - I X. . = NX. 1(1) n j^  1J 1 (6.A.1) 
Based on the observations on second stage samples, we can 
also define the estimators of X., Y and X as 
1 O 
n ^i M ""ih 
i(2) n . , ^ , m . j=l h=l ' j-h r=l ijhr 
(6.4.2) 
N 
with E(X..„, ) = X..,, = - Z X. . i(2)/j^ i(l) n ij 
M n J M jh M " -
(2) n . , . . r a . , ,•' jhr n . , j j = l h=l jh r=l -^  j=l -^  
(6.4.3) 
N n ^j M.^ ™jh 
and X /ox= — Z Z •' Z x ., = — Z X 
o(2) n . 1 , , m ., . ojhr n . , oj 
^ ^ j = l h=I jh r = l -^  j = l -^  
N (6.4.4) 
Now under sampling scheme D^, the bias and mean square 
error of the estimator may be obtained from (5.2.2a) and 
(5.^.2) and (6.3.5) by substituting the values of different 
components of the expressions (5.2.3), (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) 
from the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4.1. 2 
(1) V^E2(Y^2)> = N2M'2(l-f) ! ^ ; S^ = ^  Z {^^ - Y) 
n M. Y, 
Vrs2 
wit th M'=i Z M and 7 = Y/ ; f = "/N 
j=l -^ 
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00 K» O 1 i i i l ^ A (2) v,E3(«^(2,). "'•• c-f' ^ ^ 4 o = in- j . V - V ^ ^o)^ 
N ^ X 
with M' = -^ Z M. and X = T^ N . , J o NM' 
N tf . J . . 2 S2 (3) E , V ( Y , „ J = ^ Z E M':. ( 1 - f . , ) - ^ 1 2 (2) n j ^ j j ^ ^ ^ jh jh^ ra Mil 
jh 
(4) E,V„(X , ^ J = - I 2 M .^ (1-f .. ) 1 2 o ( 2 ) ' n J j ^ ^ ^ jh jh 
ih(xo) 
jh 
N J 
1 2 (2) i ( 2 ) ' n j ^ ^ ^^j jh jh^ m.^ 
A A (6) EjC2(X„(2,,Xj(2)) - f J^ ^l' M^^ (1-f . , ) ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ 
A A N 1 S 
N ^ .--^  w2 , , ^ X .1h(y,xn) (7) E,C„(Y.„,,X . „ J = - E E M \ ( l - f - u ) 
1 2 M 2 ) ' o ( 2 ) ' n j ^ ^ ^^^ jh jh^ ra^j^ 
A A (8) Ejc,(x,(,,,x,(,)) - f J^  j | «2^  (1-f.,) ! M a ^ ' 
(9) Cj(E2 ?(2) .E2 V 2 ) ) ' "^ " - f ) ^ 
N M. Y. M. X 
with f _ " /M C L- y (^ 1 _ 7^ C-] 2 1 _ f ^ 
^ - '^ ' ^byxo" N-I . ^ j ^ M' '^ ^ ^ M- o'' 
From t h e a b o v e lemma and ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) , ( 5 . 2 . 4 ) and ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) , 
we g e t 
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•ik 
L 2 
^y " j= i h=i J^ J^ '" jh 
L S 
/ n w ^ J 2 j h ( y . x ) 
1 n . , , 1 j h j h in.. 
j = l h = l -^  -J j h 
L S 
e n N ^ J 2 j h ( y , x ^ ) 
- A,^ '^' ^ I Z M 1 ( 1 - f . J — 
j = l h=l -^  -J jh 
i k 
L S 
rn rn N ^ J 2 jh(x^,x ) 
^ '^  " j= i h=i ^^ J"^  ""jh 
L S2 
n ox n . , , 1 in jn in., 
o j= l h=l -^  -" jh 
(6.4.5) 
S. 
~ A^^^ - Z 2 M .^ ( 1 - f . . ) 
j h (x^ ,x^ ) 
1 n . 1 u 1 j h j h in., 
j = l h=l -^  -^  jh 
N S s . 
- )S^^ ^ Z Z M .^ ( 1 - f . , ) 
K n . , , , in ih 
j h (x^ .x^ ) 
j=l h=l Jh Jh m.^ 
1 k n . , , 1 j h j h in., 
j = l h = l J J j h 
(6.4.6) 
and 
i k ^ ^^ ^^ s^ + - z z M":. ( 1 - f . . ) ^ 
n byxo n jh jh m 
(1) N ^ J 2 Jh(x .x ) 
~ A^^'' - Z Z M^^  ( 1 - f . ^ ) 2 - ^ -
1 n • , , , j h j h m., 
j=l h= l -J -^  j h 
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L . S . , 
k n .^j ^^^ jh jh m .^ 
. x^ i) xp) 1 z E^ ' M2 (i_f .J JiL^VV ( , , , , ) 
^ "^  " j= l h=l ^^ J^ "'jh 
The unbiased estimators of ^ • b-» ^-^ ^"^ '^ ik ""^ ^ ^ ^ 
obtained by substituting the unbiased estimators of different 
components from the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4.2. 
(1) V^E^CY^^)) = ^ ^ ^ ^ M ' 2 s^ by 
2 1 " ^i - = 2 
^^ ^^ ^ b^y = TTT .J/M^ yj- y) 
(2) V^E2(X,(2)) = ^ '^'' ¥ ^bx, 
2 1 " ^i - = 2 
where s. = r T. (tW— x - x) bx n-1 . 1 M oJ 
o j = l 
(3) Cj(E2 Y^2)'E2 ^o(2)) = ^'^'' ^ ^byx, 
^here s._ = — T ^ dcT^  x^,- X)(TTTL y - y) 
'byx^ " n-1 .^ , ^ M' ''oj ^^^M' ^j 
2 n L. g2 
^^^ ^1^2^^?^)=-^ ^ ^ M^ (l-f..)lM 
Ml . , 
. 2 1 J" 9 
where s .. , , = y r u ^ ^ •^  
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A A 
1 2 0(2; 2 . . , , jh ^  jh' in., 
n j=l h=l -" -• jh 
m., 
2 1 J" - 2 
where s .. . « = Z (x ., - x ., ) jn(x ) ra..-l , ^  oihr ojh^ 
-" o'^  jh r=l -* -" 
L s 
M2 n j jh(x ,y) 
(6) EjCjCX Y ) . !L J z M , (1-f ) - ^ ^ 
n j=l h=l -^  -^  jh 
in., 1 Jh 
where s ., (x ,y) = r ^ (x , - x ..)(y., - y.,) 
jh^ o"^ m j^-1 ^ ^j ^  ojhr ojh^^'jhr ^jh^ 
. . . »2 n j ^jh(y,x ^  
(7) E,C^(Y,^,.X,,^J = ^ Z Z M l (1-f,^ ,) 
^r2-(2)-i(2)^-^2 . : ^ ^ : / j h ^ jh^ m.^ 
1 "*^ -
where s ., , . = Z (y ., -y ., )(x. ., - x. ., ) 
jh(y,x^) m -1 ^ ^^  '^jhr 'jh'^ ijhr ijh' 
. . . M2 n j ^jh(x ,x ) 
(8) E,C,(X ,,,,X,,,J = ^ Z Z M l (1-f,J 
l-2-o(2)' x(2)^-^2 .:^  j^r/'jh^ jV ..^ 
1 " h -
where s ., (x ,x.) = r ^ (x •. -^ •u)(^ -: U^'^A K) 
jh^ o' i' •" h" -1 "J ojh' ijhr ijh' 
N^ " o^ ..2 ,, . , ^ Jh(x^ ,Xj^ ) A A A 
(9) E^ C^ CX X )=il2 .^^ ^ ,^ ^ -h^l-V m., 
^ n 3=1 h=l -J J jh 
m ., 
1 jh _ 
where s ., , . = Z (x. ., - x. ,,)(x, ., - x, .,) 
jh(x^ ,X|^ ) m -1 ^ ^^  ijhr ijh^' kjhr kjh^ 
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6.5. Optimal Sample Sizes 
In this section we obtain the values of n and ra. for 
J 
sampling scheme D, so that the estimated population ratio 
has maximum precision for given cost has desired precision 
for minimum cost. 
For the given sampling strategy one may adopt the following 
form of cost function, 
L . 
n J 
C = nC,+ T. Z m .. C .. 
j = l h=l -^ -" 
(6.5.1) 
where the second terra contributes to the cost coming from 
second stage units, which obviously varies from sample to 
sample of n fsu's. We take therefore the average cost of 
the survey to be as 
N 
C = nC^^ C^ ^ ^ m 
J = l 
(6.5.2) 
Now the mean square error (6.3.19) of the ratio estimator 
• » * 
R can be written for the sake of convenience in the form given 
below provided we follow proportional allocation, i.e. m a M., 
N M . 
M(r) = ^  [A,+ N E --i A„,} - A„ 
n 1 . , m . 2 1 J J=l J 
(6.5.3) 
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where A , , A„ . ( f o r g i v e n j ) and A^ a r e c o n s t a n t s i n d e p e n -
d e n t of n and m . . 
To o b t a i n op t imum m . , we g e t from ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) and ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) , 
[M(R )+A„]C = C , { A , + N I —^ A„ .} + 3 1 1 . , m . 2 i 
J = l J 
N N M. 
^2 ( ^ m . ) ( A . + N Z - 1 A„ .) 
N j = l j=l J 
( 6 . 5 . 4 ) 
which on some algebraic simplifications gives 
^^ N /CM.A 
[M(R ).A3]C = ^  ^l^i^C;^. -^J-Hr. 
C,  .A„ . ^  1 1 2i>,2 
N . fm~. fm~, , 
2 -.fV m , J 2j ^ m j 2j/ 
+ terms free of m . 
J 
(6.5.5) 
The above is minimized if both the square terms are zero, thus 
yielding 
/C,M.A„. 
2 1 J V m . 
J 
(6.5.6) 
and 
'm . 
—•- M'.A„ ., 
m, , 
- ^ M.A„ . 
mj J 2j (6.5.7) 
From (6.4.6), the optimum value of m. is given by 
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3 ^ 2 ^ 
(6.5.8) 
From (6.4.2) and (6.4.8) we get the optimum n as 
C/A-
1 
n = 
1 i 1 2 jlj J 2j 
(6.5.9) 
and the result&nt minimum mean square error of the ratio 
-x-# 
estimator R from (6.5.3) and (6.4.9) is obtained as, 
N 
M (R*) = -F [ /C, A. + /C7 Z /M .A„ . ] 
o C"- 11 2 . , j 2 j ^ (6.5.10) 
Following on the same lines the optimal sample sizes 
can be obtained easily for sampling scheme D„ as well. 
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